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ABSTRACT 

In Taiwan, the population of urban indigenous peoples is growing at an 

unprecedented speed due to the economic boom after the 1960s. A variety of statistics 

on indigenous people’s migration to urban areas fail to explain indigenous young 

peoples’ connections with their hometowns.  

Therefore, the study addresses the dynamics of urban indigenous youths’ 

connections with a qualitative case study of the urban Tjuvecekadan youths’ 

participation in the Tjuvecekadan Youth project from 2015-2016. The study deploys 

Massey’s Sense of Place to analyze the urban Tjuvecekadan youths’ sense of their 

hometown, New Tjuvecekadan.  

The study finds the salient factors for the urban Tjuvecekadan youths’ sense of 

New Tjuvecekadan. Firstly, their social interrelations within and outside 

Tjuvecekadan inspired the youths to find an identity with New Tjuvecekadan. 

Secondly, they had familial responsibility in New Tjuvecekadan. Thirdly, in the 

continuation of local cultural practice, youths from a chief family regarded the 

vinqacan in New Tjuvecekadan as a place to safeguard. The vinqacan, a spiritual 

locality in New Tjuvecekadan, reveals humans’ connection with the spiritual world, 

constituting a significant sense of New Tjuvecekadan. Such phenomenon challenges 

Massey’s sense of place to be between humans to humans’ constellation of social 

interrelation.   

Key Words: Sense of Place, Urban Indigenous Youths, Social Geography, New 

Tjuvecekadan, Social Interrelation, Tjuvecekadan, Vinqacan  
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摘要	

自 1960 年代起台灣經濟起飛，隨之而產生的原住民人口移居都會區，都市

原住民人口劇增。而各式各樣有關原住民移居都會區的數據之研究無法解釋旅外

原住民青年與自身部落的連結。	

就此，本研究以七佳部落旅外原住民青年參與七佳青年部落行動為例

2015-2016,	以 Massey 的 Sense of Place (地方感)	視角探究旅外原住民青年對其部

落之地方感。	

研究發現七佳旅外青年對七佳部落地方感形成有以下關鍵要素：第一、旅外

青年在七佳部落與都會區的生活經驗而各別形成的社會關係啟發了他們對於七

佳部落認同的需求。第二、七佳旅外青年對七佳家族成員的責任。三、傳統領袖

家族之旅外青年皆認為為持續部落傳統文化，守護七佳部落的Vinqacan	(祖靈屋)

為重要之責任。	

七佳部落的 Vinqacan	(祖靈屋)，為部落重要具靈性之場域，連結當地族人與

其祖靈間的關係，構成七佳部落地方感之重要元素之一。再者，Vinqacan	(祖靈

屋)連結人與靈界的社會功能，挑戰了認為地方是由“人”的社會關係構成的

Sense of Place	(地方感)理論。	

	

	

	

 

關鍵字：地方感、都市（旅外）原住民青年、社會地理學、七佳部落、社會關係、

老七佳、Vinqacan	(祖靈屋)	
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

	

1.1 Research Background 

 In Taiwan, the population of urban indigenous peoples is growing at an 

unprecedented speed as a result of the economy booming after the 1960s (Cho, 2002). 

Additionally, Chang and Lin’s (2008) estimation suggests that there are about 20% of 

indigenous peoples who are currently living away from their hometown without 

changing their household registration, and most of them move to Northern Taiwan for 

making a living. Before the 1960s, there was a continuous miner amount of 

indigenous migration to the non-indigenous area. Till the present time, there are 

46.21% of indigenous peoples whose household registrations are out of an indigenous 

territory, which amounts for 242,028 people (2016, Indigenous council). However, 

there is amounting 60% of indigenous populations are living out of indigenous areas. 

Indigenous people mainly migrated to urban areas, and most of them live in the 

suburbs (Liu, 2013). 

 Many indigenous peoples move to the cities for job opportunities, education, 

access to health care, etcetera. Research shows that urban indigenous population 

distribution distinctly contrasts from that of the whole population, that the higher the 

eco-social district is, the fewer the indigenous people are there (Chang, Lin，& Liu，

2010). The research suggests that the majority of urban indigenous people live in a   
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relatively low eco-social area. Chi’s (1996) research on indigenous peoples indicates 

that over one-third of the indigenous population, has migrated to cities; indigenous 

youths population continued outflow, and the situation is getting more and more 

serious over time. 

 However, firstly the statistics provided do not explain urban indigenous young 

peoples' connections with their original communities in the process of moving 

between their original communities and the cities. Their experiences of migrating 

back and forth from an urban setting to original communities, such life experiences 

require an individual's account. Secondly, there is a need to address urban indigenous 

youths who are willing to return to their original towns and learn their traditional 

culture. Thirdly, my life experience as an indigenous youth takes meaning on me and 

has motivated me to understand how urban indigenous youths perceive their original 

community. 

 

1.2 Research Motivation  

Taiwan Indigenous peoples’ migration toward cities has sparked the discussion 

about how indigenous people adapted to the urban context, and how their indigenous 

identity has been influenced due to their immersion in urban settings. However, in this 

research, I intend to investigate urban indigenous young people who attempted to 

develop connections with their original community and their sense of place about 

their hometown through their life stories in the process of participating in a project 

that allowed them to learn different perspectives about their hometowns. 

 Urban indigenous people’s concept and experiences about their original 
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community is an essential factor for them to determine whether they would go home 

and in what way they would want return. As an indigenous young person my 

experiences in my hometown primarily motivated this study. My reflection on my life 

experience in the indigenous community and urban areas, and the meaning of the 

place—indigenous communities and urban areas and issues about urban indigenous 

peoples inspire me to gain an understanding of the construction of urban indigenous 

youths’ sense of place to their hometowns. 

 

1.3 Purpose of the study 

This study aims to understand urban indigenous youths’ sense of place about 

their original communities before, during, and after participating in action plan allows 

them to know different aspects of their communities. Therefore, to unfold the 

implication of being an urban indigenous young person – the contemporary 

indigeneity.   

This case study will focus on the three core members of Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Project, who are urban indigenous youths. The core members’ accounts of the life of 

before, during, and after taking part in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project are the 

framework of the study. Drawing Doreen Massey’s (1994) Sense of Place theory to 

view the dynamic of the core members’ social dynamic with New Tjuvecekadan, the 

study intends to firstly, provide an in-depth understanding of urban indigenous place 

sense of place, secondly, supply the statistics of urban indigenous migrations with 

qualitative accounts.  
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1.4 Field Site  
	

1.4.1 Introduction of New Tjuvecekadan 

This literature introduces the history of Tjuvecekadan, and the formation of the 

New Tjuvecekadan since all the urban project member in the study share the same 

familial genealogy to Tjuvecekadan. Their ancestors originated from Tjuvecekadan 

and finally settled in New Tjuvecekadan. New Tjuvecekadan politically belongs to a 

Paiwan district, Kasugagu (Chunrih) Township, Pingtung County. New Tjuvecekadan 

is a Paiwan town with a majority of residences originated from four Paiwan ancient 

settlements of Tjuvecekadan, Ralekeleke, Pailus, and Kinayiman. New Tjuvecekadan 

established in 1971 after a significant migration to the area due to a Typhoon. 

The old settlement for Tjuvecekadan people, Tjuvecekadan(老七佳), a Paiwan 

community located in the central mountain range in Pingtung County, is a slate stone 

house settlement with nearly 50 structurally complete slate stone houses so far. 

Tjuvecekadan is situated on the slope facing north at 550-590 meters above sea level 

(Chao et al., 2013). Tjuvecekadan is located around the central area of the whole 

Paiwan traditional territory. (Kuo, 2013) The etymology of Tjuvecekadan expresses 

its geographic centrality. In the Paiwan language, “vecekad” translates to “center,” 

and the “-an” is a locative suffix, so the toponym literally translates to “center place.” 

According to oral history, the ancestors of Tjuvecekadan migrated southbound from 

Padain, a Paiwan community, about more than 400 years ago (Chao et al., 2013). 

Pan’s (1997) research as well suggests that people of Tjuvecekadan originated from 

Padain. Furthermore, Pan’s (1997) study noted that: 
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“As the legend says that Padain used to have over 300 

households. Due to an enormous landslide, about 200 

households went missing and without knowing their 

whereabouts. Only 100 households remained in Padain, and 

the rest of them moved out from Padain. However, no 

accounts on where those people have moved.” (p.38) 

 

In addition to the oral tradition history, Tjuvecekadan was first documented in 

Dutch document in 1645, named as Toutsikadangh, when the Netherlands colonized 

Taiwan (Chiang,1999).  

The Bureau of Cultural Heritage, Ministry of Culture1, selected Tjuvecekadan as 

one of the potential world heritage sites in 2009 owing to its complete preservation of 

traditional slate stone houses and cultural landscape.  

To sum up, both oral history and written documents have implied that 

Tjuvecekadan has existed at least 400 years, and the settlement’s pioneers moved 

southbound from Padain and finally built a settlement called Tjuvecekadan.   

Tjuvecekadan is a small-size community with stable 70 households, as oral 

history tells that a disaster would happen if the households outnumber 70. (Chao et al., 

2013). According to the written documentation, there were 77 households in 

Tjuvecekadan. (Chao et al., 2013) 

However, the Tjuvecekadan people went through two significant relocations 

	
1	 Information	retrieved	from	
https://nchdb.boch.gov.tw/assets/overview/groupsOfBuildings/20100805000001	
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since the KMT government retreated to Taiwan after 1949. Tjuvecekadan people were 

forced to move out in 1961 due to the KMT policy aiming to improve Tjuvecekadan’s 

housing condition (Chao et al., 2013). Subsequently, people were moved to 

Tjukarangan in 1961, the designated place, a sloping site along a valley. After leaving 

for ten years, a typhoon stroke Tjukarangan in 1971, causing a massive mudslide, 

burying most of the houses there, which left the locals no chance but to find a new 

place to live (Chao et al., 2013). 79 Tjuvecekadan households, 376 people were 

relocated from Tjukarangan (Chao et al., 2013). At the same time, people of 

Ralekeleke (partly), and Kinayiman (all) also suffered from the typhoon and needed 

to move.  

Subsequently, to settle the people, the government purchased an open land 

between the Lili stream and a hill-foot from the Taiwan Sugar Cooperation, which 

belonged to Fangliao Township. 

Right next to the purchased land, there is a small community of about 20 

households, named Tjuadresir. Tjuadresir is a trading community where Paiwan 

people and Han-Taiwanese cohabited; the local Paiwan people in Tjuadresir refer 

themselves as Pailus. (Chao et al., 2013). Because a majority of Tjuadresir Paiwan 

came from Pailus, a slate stone house settlement. 

In 1971, all the Tjuvecekadan people moved to the open area next to Tjuadresir 

along with Paiwan people from Ralekeleke (partly), and Kinayiman (all) as the result 

of the disaster (Chao et al., 2013), making a multicultural Paiwan community mixing 

with a minority Han-Taiwanese. 

Furthermore, in 1981 due to the reorganization of household registration after the 
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relocation, the government incorporated Tjuvecekadan, Ralekeleke, and Tjuadresir 

into one 村, a political unit, named New Tjuvecekadan (Chi Jia village), (Chao et al., 

2013), see table 1 and figure 1. New Tjuvecekadan became an enclave outside 

Kasugagu (Chunrih) Township. The Kinayiman established its village unit called Kuei 

Chung village in Mandarin. It is located within Kasugagu (Chunrih) Township, on the 

slope side, just a lane away from New Tjuvecekadan. 

Therefore, a major increase in population after combing all the people with the 

original Tjuvecekadan population of 376 people with 79 households and 789 people 

with 199 households relocating from other settlements and locals. (Chao et al., 2013). 

The statistic in 2013 suggested 1051 people and 296 households of New 

Tjuvecekadan (Chao et al., 2013). According to the official document, 2016 Statistical 

Yearbook of Chunrih Township Pingtung County2, there are 1121 people with 306 

households in New Tjuvecekadan, and 783 people with 242 households in Kinayiman, 

which together amount to 1904 people and 548 households, and is the largest 

community within the Chunrih township. 

 New Tjuvecekadan is a business and economic center for its neighboring three 

Paiwan villages and two Han-Taiwanese villages. New Tjuvecekadan has a night 

market once a week. Furthermore, the first convenient chain store 7-11 in an 

indigenous district was opened in New Tjuvecekadan in 1999 with daily customers of 

800 people (including repetitive purchasing customers). 

 

	
2 Document: The Statistical Yearbook of Chunrih Township Pingtung County (2016) 
retrieved from  
https://www-ws.pthg.gov.tw/Upload/2015pthg/73/relfile/12830/391720/2ff9558a-83b4-41ac-93b9-7c2
2d8297379.pdf	
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1.4.2 Cultural Practice of Tjuvecekadan People 

Despite such major relocation, with several people shifted their religion into 

Christianity, some people of Tjuvecekadan, Kinayiman, and Ralekeleke, still carry on 

with traditional Paiwan rituals such as Maljeveq, Masalut, and other smaller rituals. 

The Bureau of Cultural Heritage, Ministry of Culture3 suggests that  

 

“Although the residence of Tjuvecekadan lived away 

from their slate stone settlement, Tjuvecekadan people still 

practice traditional cultural practices such as Masaljut 

(Maslut) and Maljeveq, Pusaut (Pusau); life initiation rituals, 

papusepi, seman caucau, semanpulju and so on. Traditional 

faith practitioners (female) help complete all the rituals, 

which makes Tjuvecekadan culturally significant and an 

essential place to pass down traditional culture.” (Web 

page4) 

 

The top chief of Tjuvecekadan leads all the traditional rituals, with 

Pulingaw5Parakaljai6 They are facilitating the process of each ritual (Chao et al., 

2013). All the rituals take place at the top chief’s vinqacan7. There are three major 

	
3 Same as note 1. 

4 Same as note 1. 

5 Paiwan female traditional faith practitioner. 

6 Paiwan male traditional faith practitioner.  

7 House-shaped sacred site, mainly for Paiwan traditional and religious rituals.  
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traditional rituals for Tjuvecekadan, Masalut, Maljeveq, and Pusau.  

Masalut, the harvest festival, revolves from millet’s growing timetable from its 

sowing, weeding, harvesting, cooking, worshiping, storage (seqetjen a pi salang), and 

other ceremonies (Chao et al., 2013). 

Traditionally, millet is one of the staple foods for Paiwan. Paiwan celebrates 

Masalut annually in summer during the millet harvesting season, whereas the 

Maljeveq and Pusau take place once every five years. 

 

“The Maljeveq is a major ritual to worship the creator 

and ancestral spirits and pray for peace. The main actors of 

a Maljeveq are the chief, pulingaw, and parakaljai...The 

main rituals are “welcoming the spirit,” “wishing for 

blessing,” “a competition of stabbing a rattan-made ball 

with straightened bamboo poles,” “entertaining the spirits,” 

“sending the ancestral spirit,” and the “Pusau” conducted 

following year of a Maljeveq to farewell the ancestral spirits 

again.” (Chao et al., 2013, p.112).  
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Table 1. Genealogy New Tjuvecekadan 

Time Name of 

Community  

Consisting of 

groups 

Cause of relocation 

Before 1961 Tjuvecekadan Tjuvecekadan Policy 

1961-1971 Tjukarangan Tjuvecekadan 

Ralekeleke 

Typhoon 

1971 onwards  New Tjuvecekadan 

(Chi Jia village) 

Tjuvecekadan 

Ralekeleke 

Pailus  

Kinayiman 

Han-Taiwanese 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Locations of New Tjuvecekadan, Tjukarangan, and Tjuvecekadan 
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CHAPTER 2. RESEARCH DESIGN 

	

2.1 Research Questions 

l How does urban Tjuvecekadan youths’ sense of place of New Tjuvecekadan 

change before, during, and after their participation in the Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Project? 

l What are the salient factors of sense of place to New Tjuvecekadan for the 

Tjuvecekadan urban youths? 

 

2.2 Research Method 

This research intends to explore urban indigenous youths’ sense of place of their 

original community through their narratives in a case study of Tjuvecekadan youths. 

The definition of Urban Indigenous Young People in this study refers to people 

with legal indigenous status, 20 to 40 years old, who lived away from their hometown 

(indigenous district), grew up in an urban area with the majority of Han-Taiwanese. 

Urban indigenous young people schooled from elementary school up to a Ph. D. 

program in a city (non-indigenous district) and they had experiences returning to their 

hometown periodically, at least once in half a year when they were children to the end 

of their adulthood (40 years old).  

There are two key issues the study intends to explore. What are the dynamics 

Tjuvecekadan youths’ sense of New Tjuvecekadan through their social interrelation 

within New Tjuvecekadan and in urban areas? Also, what are the salient factors that 

mediates Tjuvecekadan youths’ sense of New Tjuvecekadan from before, during their 
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participation in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project?  

Therefore, to answer the research questions, a qualitative inquiry is needed since 

the process of sense of place is built on individuals’ accounts. Qualitative research 

regards the presenters’ elaborations, interpretations, cognition of life experiences and 

how their experiences have influenced them as the focus (Tsai, 2008). Presenters’ 

narratives are essential. 

This study will focus on the three core members of the Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Projects who are urban indigenous youths, namely, Mika, Gary and John. 

 

2.3 Narrative Analysis 

The data of this study draws from the three participants’ life experiences of 

events, before, during, after their participation in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, see 

table 2. Their accounts are necessary for a narrative analysis. Narrative Analysis 

enables this study to understand the participant’s opinions on New Tjuvecekadan, 

before, during, and after their involvements of the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project. 

Furthermore, get an insight of the landscape of their sense of place. 

Narrative Analysis approach emphasizes on how people produce meanings to 

their life events, and meanings of people's interactions with others (Merriam, 2009). 

Additionally, the study deploys Massey’s (1994) Global Sense of Place (Described in 

Chapter 2.3.3) to shed light on the Tjuvecekadan urban youths’ life experiences. 
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2.4 Guide to the Reader 

All names used in this thesis are pseudonyms. Names which are identical in 

each section refer to identical individuals.    

Before reading the interviewees’ stories, Mika, John, Gary, and my account from 

Chapter 3 to Chapter 7, I need to clarify the terminologies used in the stories to reduce 

potential confusion as some names are interchangeably mentioned.  

Table 2 glossary contains the terms used in the study, originated from both the 

Paiwan language and Chinese Mandarin, and the words are listed in alphabetical order. 

I also include the places’ Chinese names. Additionally, the Paiwan language does not 

have a standardized spelling system in romanizations. The study recognizes other 

variations of transliterations. Also, the Paiwan language is commonly documented in 

lowercase Roman alphabets. The study uses both uppercase and lowercase letters to 

eliminate potential confusion. 
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Table 2. Glossary 

Language of 

Origin: Paiwan 

Explanation 

Ai 

(Exclam.) 

An expression, and pragmatic word, to express exclamation and 

amusement at the punchline of a joke or used it whenever to 

suggest something funny. 

Can  

(N.) 

Paddy fields. (Borrowed word from the Southern Min language) 

 

Kadjunangan  

(N.) 

The general term for land. 

Kasikasivan  

(N.) 

Forest. 

Katidan 

(N.) 

Commoner.  

Kinayiman  
(歸崇村)	

(N.) 

A Paiwan community in the central Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan. 

Kuljaljau  
(古樓村) 

(N.) 

A Paiwan community in the central Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan. 

Maljeveq  

(N.) 

The ancestral spirits worshipping ceremony takes place once in 

every five years. 

Mamazangilan 

(N.) 

Chief. 

Masalut   

(N.) 

 

Masalut suggests a new year and is an annual millet harvesting 

festival taking place from July to September depending on the 

community.  

New Tjuvecekadan  
(新七佳、七佳村、

七佳部落)	

(N.) (Adj.) 

 

(Incorporate the English word “New” to differentiate 

Tjuvecekadan, the old community) 

A. Refers to a Paiwan village officially established in 1971 by 

people relocated from four traditional Paiwan settlements: 

Tjuvecekadan, Ralekeleke, Pailus, and Kinayiman; a 

minority of Han-Taiwanese people also live there.  

B. The people whose genealogy originated from Tjuvecekadan, 
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Ralekeleke, Pailus, Kinayiman, and the Han-Taiwanese 

minority who currently live in New Tjuvecekadan. 

Padain 

(N.) 

A place in the northern Paiwan area within Tawu Mountain 

region, a legendary place where Tjuvecekadan people originated.  

Pailus 
(南和村白鷺部落)	

(N.) 

Pailus A Paiwan community in the central Paiwan region in 

Pingtung County, Taiwan. The old Pailus settlement are consisted 

of slate stone houses.  

Palisi 

(N.) (Adj.)  

 

A. Refers to rituals that involve the Paiwan traditional faith 

practices. 

B. Sacred.  

C. Taboo. 

Pana  

(N.) 

River. 

Papusepi 

(N.) 

Paiwan traditional blessing ritual. 

Parakaljai 

(N.) 

Paiwan male traditional faith practitioner.  

Pucunug 

(文樂村) 

(N.)  

A Paiwan community in the central Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan. 

Pulingaw 

(N.) 

Paiwan female traditional faith practitioner. 

Pusau 

(N.) 

Taking place a year after a Maljeveq, Pusau is to farewell those 

ancestral spirits who participated in the Maljeveq by series of 

rituals. 

Qinaljan 

(N.) 

Community land where people build their houses. 

Refers to a ritualized domain that takes form at a chief family’s 

ritual site during a festival or ritual. 

Ralekeleke  

(力里村) 

(N.) 

A Paiwan community in the central Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan. 

Ravar 

(N.) 

One of the subgroups of the Paiwan people, is situated in the 

northern part of the Paiwan region and has constant interactions 

with its neighboring Rukai people. Ravar group follows a 
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patriarchal system in passing down chieftain and family property. 

Seman Caucau 

(N.) 

A Paiwan traditional, naming ceremony. 

Semanpulju 

(N.) 

A Paiwan traditional ritual to end a mourning period. 

Seqetjen A Pi Salang 

(N.) 

A Paiwan traditional ritual, the storing of millet ritual. 

Siruvetjek 

(N.) 

Clan. 

Takamimura  
(南和村高見部落)	

(N.) 

A Paiwan community in the central Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan. 

Tjaqaciljai (石門村) 

(N.) 

A Paiwan community in the southern Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan. 

Tjuabar  

(土坂村) 

(N.) 

A Paiwan community in the eastern Paiwan region in Taitung 

County, Taiwan. 

Tjuadresir  

(加禮寮) 

(N.) 

A trading community where Paiwan people and Han-Taiwanese 

cohabited, located in the central Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan.; the local Paiwan people in Tjuadresir refer 

themselves as Pailus. Because a majority of Tjuadresir Paiwan 

came from Pailus, a slate stone house settlement. 

Tjukarangan  

(舊七佳)	

(N.) 

A mountain valley where Tjuvecekadan people were relocated 

due to the government policy and Tjuvecekadan people lived 

there from 1961-1971. 

Tjuvecekadan  

(老七佳)	

(N.) (Adj.) 

Refers to a Paiwan slate stone house settlement, which has 

existed for at least 400 years. 

The people whose genealogy originated from Tjuvecekadan. 

Most currently live in New Tjuvecekadan. 

Umaq 

(N.) 

A slate stone house, suggesting one family. 

Vavuwa 

(N.) 

Arid land.  

Vinqacan  House-shaped sacred site, mainly for Paiwan traditional and 
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(N.) religious rituals.  

Vuculj 

(N.) 

The Vuculj group, one of the subgroups among the Paiwan 

people, is the dominant group in both population and area.   

Vuculj group assigns the firstborn of the family regardless of its 

gender as the heir of a family and the heir to the chieftain. 

Vungalid  
(望嘉村) 

(N.) 

A Paiwan community in the central Paiwan region in Pingtung 

County, Taiwan. 

Vusam 

(N.) 

The firstborn child in a family. 

Vuvu 

(N.) 

Ancestral spirits  

Grandparents  

Elders from grandparents’ generation  

Language of 

Origin:  

Chinese Mandarin 

Explanation 

8+9 

(N.) 

The term 8+9 in Chinese Mandarin phonetically sounds similar 

to Ba Jia Jiang, members of parade formation in a temple fair. 8
＋9 is a popular Internet term to describe young people who 

exhibit characteristics of gangsters and who associate with 

temple activity. 

Ai Association 

(N.) 

An unofficial indigenous students’ association during John's 

senior high school years, with five stable members. 

Cultural Justice 

Warrior 

(N.) 

The term, cultural justice warrior, is derived from the term social 

justice warrior (SJW). A cultural justice warrior carries negative 

implications referring to people who pursue personal validation 

with their interpretation of a local culture they learned from 

books rather than considering local people’s perspectives and 

cultural variations. 

Little White House 

(N.) 

Nickname of Mika and Gary’s home in New Tjuvecekadan. The 

young people named the house due to the color of the house 

being predominantly white. 

Tjuvecekadan Slate 

Stone House 

An association established in 2012 by the descendants of 

Tjuvecekadan, the association deals with the tourism, and 
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Cultural Association 

(N.) 

development of Tjuvecekadan. 

Urban Indigenous 

Young People 

(N.) 

The definition of Urban Indigenous Young People in this study 

refers to people with legal indigenous status, 20 to 40 years old, 

who lived away from their hometown (indigenous district), grew 

up in an urban area with the majority of Han-Taiwanese. Urban 

indigenous young people schooled from elementary school up to 

a Ph. D. program in a city (non-indigenous district) and they had 

experiences returning to their hometown periodically, at least 

once in half a year when they were children to the end of their 

adulthood (40 years old). 

Language of 

Origin: Dutch 

Explanation 

Toutsikadangh 

(N.) 

Refers to Tjuvecekadan, which was first documented as 

Toutsikadangh in written form in 1645 during the Dutch period 

from 1624-1662. 
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2.5 Introduction of the Interviewees 

 

l Mika, thirties, is the firstborn of a chief family in Tjuvecekadan. In her 

childhood, she lived with her parents and two younger brothers in Chaozhou 

Township, a non-indigenous town in Pingtung County, where she received 

education from kindergarten up till junior high school. Then, she moved to 

Pingtung city, the capital of Pingtung County for senior high and lived in the 

school dorm. For college, she went Chang Jung Christian University in Tainan 

City majoring in translations and interpretation studies. After college, she went to 

the United Kingdom to peruse her master degree in MSc International Event 

Management at the University of Brighton. She is now a lecturer in the 

Department of Recreation Management and a Ph.D. Student at the Institute of 

Creative Industries Design. National Cheng Kung University. She is currently 

based in Tainan City. 

 

l Gary, twenties, is the third born of a chief family in Tjuvecekadan. In his 

childhood, he lived with her parents and one older brother, and sister in 

Chaozhou Township, a non-indigenous town in Pingtung County, where he 

received education from kindergarten up till junior high school. He moved to 

Kaohsiung City for senior high school. For college, he went to the 

Interdisciplinary Program of Humanistic and Social Science at National Tsing 

Hua University in Hsinchu city for one semester. Later, he transferred to the 

Department of Geography at National Kaohsiung Normal University. After 
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completing his college degree, he went to one-year mandatory military service in 

2017 on alternative service and was based in Lili Elementary School in New 

Tjuvecekadan. In 2018, he passed the Grade Four Civil Service Exam and started 

his work at the Indigenous Peoples Department, New Taipei City. Government. 

Currently, he left his job and moved back to Chaozhou Township to prepare for 

the Grade Three Civil Service Exam taking place in 2019. 

 

l John, twenties, is the firstborn of a commoner family of Tjuvecekadan. In his 

childhood, he lived with his family in Pingtung City, the capital of Pingtung 

County, where he received education from kindergarten up till senior high school. 

For college, he went to the Undergraduate Program of the College of Technology, 

National Tsing Hua University in Hsinchu City. Then, he moved to Taipei after 

obtaining his bachelor degree. He is now studying at the Graduate Institute of 

Building & Planning.   
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Table 3. Basic information of the interviewees 

Name Mika Gary John 

Age Range 30-40 20-30 20-30 

Primogeniture Firstborn Third-born Firstborn 

Family Urban 

Dwelling 

Chaozhou 

Township 

Chaozhou 

Township 

Pingtung City 

Current Base Tainan City Chaozhou 

Township 

Taipei City 

Education Ph.D. (Current 

Student) 

Bachelor Master (Current 

Student) 

Current Occupation 

(2020 onwards) 

College Lecture  Between Jobs Student 

Traditional 

Hierarchy in New 

Tjuvecekadan 

Chief Family- the 

heir to the 

Chieftain 

Chief Family Commoner 
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Table 4. Interview Timetable 

Interviewee Mika Gary John 

Interview 

Dates and 

Locations 

2019.12.04 

Tainan City 

2020.09.22 

Pingtung 

2010.10.05 

Taipei City  

2020.04.28 

Tainan City 

2020.04.30 

On Phone 

2020.05.11 

Taipei City 

2020.05.11 

On Phone 

2020.05.02 

On Phone 

2020.05.15(A) 

Taipei City 

2020.05.16 

On Phone 

2020.05.07 

On Phone 

2020.05.15(B) 

Taipei City  

2020.06.04 

On Phone 

2020.05.17 

On Phone 

 

 2020.06.04 

On Phone 
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CHAPTER 3. LITERATURE REVIEW  

	

3.1 Indigenous Peoples’ Urban Migration  
	

3.1.1 Contexts of Urban Indigenous Peoples 

Indigenous peoples’ decision to move out or to remain in their original 

communities has unavoidably, invoked a decision-making process regarding the 

pushing and pulling forces in living in indigenous communities or the cities. Those 

two forces are containment for indigenous as they chose to stay in their original 

community or move to the cities. The length of time people spend in one place may 

influence the construction of sense of place.       

Cho’s (2002) argument by compiling scholars’ findings of Taiwan indigenous 

migration illustrates two main forces (push and pull) leading the indigenous migration 

to urban areas.  

 

 Cho (2002) argues: “The push force for indigenous 

peoples to leave their original community are poverty, 

marriage, military service, schooling, cracks between family 

and friends, avoiding social control, and avoiding rural 

lifestyle. As for the pulling forces that make people remain in 

their original community are a familial obligation, inherit 

land property, family, additional job opportunity, and 

relaxing, and friendly atmosphere” (p.1)      
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 Indigenous peoples reassess the pros and cons of living in the original 

community and urban area over time. However, the pros of living in urban areas are 

seen better than living in their original communities, mainly due to job opportunities 

of an urban setting, which ultimately leads to massive indigenous migration to the 

cities. However, the reason for indigenous peoples to leave or remain in their 

community varies depending on each family’s contexts. 

 According to the current law, urban indigenous is defined as indigenous peoples 

whose household registration is not within indigenous an area that implies a familial 

migration (Liu, 2013).  

In his book, Chen (1997) provides a comprehensive definition of urban 

indigenous people: “Indigenous peoples from both mountain, and plain areas move 

from their original residence to the urban area permanently or semi-permanently for 

work, regardless of their official household registration.” 

Urban indigenous peoples, living apart from where they come from, have 

experienced a different lifestyle from their origins. They have less access than those 

living in an indigenous area to learn their traditional culture and languages and be 

immersed in their cultural context. Urban indigenous peoples are facing direct 

assimilation into mainstream society, especially urban indigenous youths, since they 

are exposed in an urban context at a young age and go to school with a majority of 

non-indigenous students.   

 However, many indigenous youths think that young people, especially students, 

should go to an urban school for education (Chi, 1996). Because the educational 
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resources and competitive learning environment, which make many indigenous 

families think it is more optimal to go to schools in an urban area rather than going to 

local schools in an indigenous district. Thus, many urban indigenous youths 

nowadays face identity crisis because of the separation from their original community. 

Their indigenous status in an urban context and their physical appearance have 

regularly invited questions from Han-Taiwanese on their knowledge of indigenous 

culture, and proficiency of their indigenous languages. Those questions about them 

from other peoples would trigger indigenous youth's identity and make them rethink 

their culture and where they come from. 

 Indigenous youths feel hopeful but fear in returning to their original communities 

due to the lack of cultural experiences with the local people and language barrier (Hsu, 

2008). Moreover, for both urban and local indigenous youths, Christianity plays an 

essential role in their identification and mental health (Hsu, 2008).  

 

3.1.2 Indigenous Peoples’ Social Network in Urban Contexts 

The social network in the past is dependent on kinship and geographical 

proximity. However, urban areas have a high number of non-relatives. The 

mainstream culture of urban contexts may gradually assimilate minorities and thus 

influence the minorities’ inter-group and intra-groups relations. However, minorities 

may utilize such an urban setting to maintain their culture and improve in-group 

cohesion (Su, 2007). 

Su’s (2007) research suggests that due to the overlapping social network among 

urban indigenous, urban indigenous people are generally friends and relatives. Urban 
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indigenous people work in similar occupations and are also dynamic in terms of their 

occupational patterns. 

According to Su (2007), despite living away from their hometowns, urban 

indigenous people still have an indigenous identity, which suggests the significance of 

the urban social network in maintaining their indigenous identity. 

 

3.1.3 Urban Indigenous Youths 

People ages 20 to 40 years old are, by definition, the young populations. 

Coincidently, indigenous parents that migrated to cities during and after the 1960s are 

now age between 45-55, and most of their kids are between 25-35 years old (He, 

2006). Adult youths are mentally matured and have an awareness of independence. 

Thus, their decision to return to their hometowns and identity is more or less personal. 

Furthermore, the indigenous parents expect their kids to get a college degree to have a 

middle-class income, and a college degree enables indigenous youths to be selective 

and flexible in their occupations instead of being limited to a labor-intensive job (He, 

2016). 

Despite the various age groups among those indigenous youths, they are 

commonly educated in an urban school, surrounded by the majority of Han- 

Taiwanese people. Their identity process differs from those indigenous peoples raised 

in an indigenous area since urban indigenous youth’s intensive interactions with 

people outside their original indigenous communities from a young age. Thus, I 

intend to find out the elements that construct urban indigenous youths’ sense of place 

of their original communities from their interactions with people in urban areas and 
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those in their hometowns. 

Urban indigenous youths are those with an indigenous status, living and 

educated in an urban area, thus in a non-indigenous area, where spend most of their 

time working and schooling in urban areas. 

There are various definitions of youth, depending on the research purpose. For 

this research, I would specify those youths of Tjuvecekadan whose parents moved to 

the city during and after the 1960s and who received educations in urban areas, who 

are currently between 25 to 35 years old and who are the core members of the 

Tjuvecekadan Youth Project. Furthermore, those indigenous youths held a least a 

bachelor's degree; in other words, they are elites with higher education. 

A variety of studies on indigenous youths focus on their educational experiences 

across different levels of schoolings in terms of their academic performances, 

adapting to an urban school context. (Cho, 2002; Liu，2006; Tsai，2003; Wu & Liu, 

2006). 

Researches about urban indigenous youths suggest that the participation of 

indigenous students’ club in college has a significant influence in enlightening 

indigenous students’ ethnic identity (Tsai, 2003; Huang, 1999; Yang, 2000). However, 

urban indigenous youths’ lack of knowledge about their culture and loss of their 

indigenous languages has led to a genealogy-based identity construction on their 

indigenous identity (Tsai, 2003). 

He’s (2006) study of indigenous youths’ experiences of returning to their 

hometowns interviewed seven indigenous college students from six different ethnic 

groups, ages 25-35, who were originally from Taitung. The study suggested that 
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indigenous traditional culture is crucial to motivate indigenous youth to return home, 

and they searched for reasons for going back home and self-identification through 

learning local cultures (He, 2006) — their need for indigenous identity was evoked in 

an urban area.  

Additionally, their familial identity is dependent on their parents’ attitudes (He, 

2006). The research findings show that their parents’ possible attitudes include 

work-based measurement, traditional culture, and indigenous youths’ dynamic 

identity through their life stage (He, 2006) 

However, firstly the study did not include interviewees’ contexts of their 

communities and did not specify their life experiences in both urban and community 

settings. Secondly, the selection of interviewees did not reflect the sense of place of a 

specific locality. Thirdly, the study focuses on their experiences as practitioners of 

returning home rather than how their social interrelation within and outside their 

communities produces a sense of place of their original communities. 

 

3.2 Paiwan Society 
	

3.2.1 Paiwan Social Structure 

The social structure of a particular place is a crucial element to local peoples’ 

place identity. Massy (1994) suggested that juxtaposition and co-presence of 

particular social interrelations of place produce and effect place identity. Furthermore, 

such social interrelations go beyond and will be more extensive than the area being 

referred to in any particular context of a place (Massy, 1994). Therefore, there is a 
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need to address the Paiwan social structure in which the urban Tjuvecekadan youths 

grew up to shed light on their sense of New Tjuvecekadan.  

In terms of social structure, traditional Paiwan society has a hereditary 

aristocracy, Mamazangilan (chief), and Katidan (commoner) (Tan，2007). Paiwan 

people are divided into two subgroups, one is Ravar, and the other one is Vuculj. The 

Ravar group is situated in the northern part of the Paiwan region and has constant 

interactions with its neighboring Rukai people (Tan, 2007). The Vuculj group is the 

dominant group in the whole Paiwan people in both population and area. 

Tjuvecekadan belongs to the Vuculj group. Vuculj and Ravar speak the same Paiwan 

language, however, with different accents and dialects. The distinct difference 

between the Ravar and Vuculj is that the Ravar group follows a patriarchal system in 

passing down chieftain and family property. In contrast, the Vuculj group assigns the 

firstborn of the family regardless of its gender as the heir of a family and the heir to 

the chieftain. Traditionally, a chief owns the community lands, and commoners rent 

pieces of the community land to grow crops and give the chief some corps as tax. 

(Chao et al., 2013).  

A chief enjoys certain privileges, for example: 

 

“First, all the villages should respect the chief, and all 

the traditional Paiwan festivals will take place in the chief's 

house. Second, the chief can use certain totems such as 

patterns of the human body, human head, and hundred-pacer 

as decoration of pillars, lintels, and clothes embroidery. 
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Third, certain names are limited to only the chief family” 

(Chao et al., 2013, p. 67)  

 

Paiwan geographical knowledge can shed light on its social structure. 

Traditionally, in Paiwan society, there are five terms to describe a land due to its 

distinctive character and usage. In the Paiwan language, Kadjunangan is the general 

term for land; Vavuwa translates to arid land; Can means paddy fields — a borrowed 

word from the Southern Min language; Kasikasivan translates to a forest; Pana means 

river (Yeh 2002). Qinaljan means the community land where people build their 

houses (Yeh 2002). Qinaljan also refers to a ritualized domain that takes form at a 

chief family’s ritual site during a festival or ritual (Tan, 1992).  

According to Kou (2003), the basic social unit of Tjuvecekadan society is Umaq, 

a slate stone house, suggesting one family, and several Umaq form a clan (Siruvetjek). 

Finally, several clans constitute Qinaljan (Kou, 2003). The traditional rituals at a chief 

family’s ritual site is a medium that connects all the families spiritually and 

consolidates the centrality of a Qinaljan (Tan, 1992).  

In terms of Paiwan traditional rituals, both Ravar and Vuculj share the same 

tradition of the Masalut, the annual millet harvesting festival. However, the Ravar 

group does not have the Maljeveq ritual, the ancestors worshiping ceremony once 

every five years, nor the Pusau ritual, which takes place a year after a Maljeveq. 

Pusau is to farewell those ancestral spirits who participated in the Maljeveq. 

Tjuvecekadan people have continued practiced all the rituals mentioned earlier. There 

were currently nine Paiwan communities that have continued the tradition of 
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Maljeveq, namely, Tjuvecekadan, Kuljaljau, Vungalid, Pucunug, Takamimura, 

Tjuabar, Pailus, Ralekeleke, and Kinayiman.  

Additionally, there are ten sacred ritual sites for various purposes in Paiwan 

culture, where a chief (Mamazangilan), Paiwan male traditional faith practitioner 

(Parakaljai), and Paiwan Female traditional faith practitioner (Pulingaw) get involved 

(Tan, 2007). A chief is a leader in a ritual, involving a whole community, whereas 

Parakaljai and Pulingaw implement all the ritual process, called Palisi. Palisi means 

ritual, taboos, and sacred. Pulingaw is medium to the ancestral spirits and can 

communicate with the ancestral spirits directly. 

One of the most important ritual sites is Vinqacan, a sacred place exclusive to a 

chief family (Kou, 2003; Kou, 2019) ; ritual specialists (Pulingaw and Parakaljai ) 

worship, call , and connect all the ancestral spirits from a community (Kou, 2003 and 

Tan 2007). Major rituals such as Masalut, Maljeveq, and Pusau start at a Vinqacan. 

Traditionally, a vinqacan is built inside a chief’s house in a conventional slate stone 

structure (Kou, 2003). Nowadays, the vinqacan in New Tjuvecekadan is an individual 

structure built next to a chief family’s house, a mini structure imitating a traditional 

slate stone house, see Figure 2. Vinqacan is the house where the ancestral spirits 

returned to (Kou, 2003) during a ritual.  

 

“Vinqacan is a benchmark to form a community, a symbol 

of a chief’s authority and such authority manifests during a 

ritual implemented by a group of ritual specialists (Pulingaw 

and Parakaljai.)” (Kou, 2019, p.89) 
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“Vinqacan connects the past, the present, and the future of 

a community, and enables the communication between 

people and ancestral spirit. The prosperity of a vinqacan 

affects a community’s fortune and continuity of future 

generations.” (Kou, 2019, p.88) 

 

  Linguistically, the word, vinqacan connotates the place of origin (Kou, 2013; 

Kou, 2019), and a ritual site with sacred quality (Kou, 2013). Vinqacan also refers to 

the place where the first fire started after finishing building a chief’s house (Kou, 

2013). Kou (2019) argues that a vinqacan is seen as a symbol of a chief’s legitimate 

authority in the contemporary context and such power is manifested in a ritual. 

Furthermore, the rise of vinqacan revitalization among Paiwan communities has 

become a social practice in which a chief legitimates his/her power (Kou, 2019).  

With Umaq (a house) as the basic family unit, and the Vusam (the firstborn child) 

in a Umaq is the core value of Paiwan society (Kao, 2018). Vusam in the Paiwan 

language means the selected seed to continue the next farming season (Chou, 2001). 

The meaning of Vusam further suggests that firstborn, regardless of his/her gender 

and social position (both chief and non-chief family), are like the selected seeds, 

bearing a responsibility to continue the familyhood. 

Moreover, a Vusam is entitled to inherit his/her family house, property, and 

family name. On the other hand, a Vusam bears a great deal of familial responsibility.  

Paiwan people expect a Vusam to provide financial support to their families, taking 
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care of parents, and helping younger siblings establish their family (Yang, 2005). 

Vusam is a well-respected role by his/her parents, elders, and younger siblings (Li, 

2010) as Vusam needs to take tremendous duties to maintain his/her family. 

Matsuzawa (1976) suggests that primogeniture succession, bilocal or neolocal 

residential arrangement, property inheritance, and hierarchical social system are the 

mechanism that forms the Paiwan society.  

Therefore, in an inquiry, would the Vusam (firstborns) of the urban 

Tjuvecekadan youths feel a valid obligation for their family in New Tjuvecekadan, 

which leads to their motivation to return to New Tjuvecekadan to fulfill their familial 

duties and develop connections with the local people?    
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Figure 2. Vinqacan in New Tjuvecekadan. 

Photo taken in Feb. 19th 2018 by Chao Hsiu-Ying 

 

 

 

 

3.2.2 Paiwan People’s Internal Migrating Patterns 

In terms of the internal migrating patterns of urban indigenous peoples, there are 

distinct differences within various indigenous groups. In the case of the Paiwan 

people, the traditional Vusam system has played a crucial role in how Paiwan 

migrating between their original communities and urban setting. In general, Paiwan 

people move between their original towns and cities seasonally and periodically 
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(Yang, 2005), as opposed to the Amis people, the largest indigenous group that settled 

in cities. Paiwan people base in their hometowns that their land, house, and household 

registration remain in their original communities; they move to cities merely for work 

(Fu, 1995). Yang’s (1999) case study on the Paiwan people of the Piuma community 

suggests that the local Piuma people hold an active connection to their hometown, 

Piuma, and they regard cities as places to temporarily stay. 

Furthermore, the migration pattern revolves around a Vusam (the firstborn of the 

family regardless of his/her gender). The Vusam of a family is expected to remain in 

the original community; however, it is common that a Vusam spend time living in 

cities for education or work. Finally, a Vusam needs to go back and settle down in 

his/her original community after he/she finished education or get married (Yang, 

2005). On the other hand, the rest of the younger siblings who live in cities for work 

would visit their original communities seasonally to help out the Vusam's local crop 

harvest, for example, mango harvest season (Yang, 2005). Such a situation, in the 

same way, manifests in the characteristic of the urban Paiwan people. Yang’s (2005) 

case study found that most of the Paiwan people of Piuma who settle in Danfeng, 

New Taipei city, are the younger siblings of their families. 

Paiwan traditional social structure has significantly shaped the way of how 

Paiwan people migrate to cities and people’s relationships with their original 

communities. 
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3.3 Place and Identity 
	

3.3.1 Humanistic Geographical Perspective  

 Tuan (1974) termed Topophilia to describe humans’ relations with places. He 

defined Topophilia as all of the human being’s affective ties with the material 

environment, and people’s relationships to places differ significantly in intensity, 

subtlety, and mode of expression (Tuan,1974).     

According to Tuan (1974), the concept of a home holds profound meaning for 

people since a home contains the locus of one’s memories and livelihood means. 

People’s concept of home triggers and builds up their place identity and a sense of 

belonging to places they regard as homes. Moreover, home is the first organization 

that humans get involved. This study intends to find out the process in which urban 

indigenous young people’s identity of their original community as a home in their life 

experience. Place is often seen as the “locus of collective memories” – a site where 

identity is created through the construction of memories linking a group of people into 

the past (Harvey,1996) 

Furthermore, Cresswell (2004) elaborated the meaning of home as the most 

important place than any other places for the human to develop identity. Home is an 

exemplary kind of place where people feel a sense of attachment and rootedness. 

Home, more than anywhere else, is seen as a center of meaning and field of care. 

(Cresswell, 2004) 

Gaston Bachelard (1994) sees a home as the first space that functions as the first 

world or first universe that forms peoples’ understandings of all space outside. Home 
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is a crucial space for an individual to understand the world. Thus, the concept of a 

home holds significance in people’s place identity. Where an individual comes from 

largely depends on how s/he perceives where their home is. 

Tuan points out that human’s identification with the familiar nurturing place has 

a biological basis (Rose, 1993). However, many women do not relate to such a 

positive notion about home. The discussion about home and place above focuses on 

how the meaning of place can positively contribute to one’s mental development. On 

the contrary, Harvey (1996) is critical about modern industrialization, which separate 

people from the process of production (with a place) and they encounter as a finished 

commodity does it emerge. Such a way of production prevents people from linking a 

place with a process of a product, a trait of globalization. 

Human nowadays, long for a diversity of places due to the architectural and 

commercial uniformity in many cities based on Western (more specifically, American) 

economic and political paradigm (Casey, 1997). Similarly, the effort to invoke a sense 

of place, and the pass is now deliberate and conscious. (Harvey, 1996) Such a 

phenomenon has activated a desire for people to find an identity of a place. Casey's 

discussion about the identity of a place provides a macro-perspective on why people 

want to keep a specialty of a place, which he later has elaborated, place “brings with 

it the very elements sheared off in the planiformity of the site: identity, character, 

nuance” (Casey, 1997, p. xiii). 

Additionally, Manzo (2003) highlights place identity in relation with time and its 

property in her writing that.  
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“There are times when we grapple with identity and 

self-development through our relationship with places. This 

research suggests that our feelings about places can be 

conscious” (p.53) 

 

 Furthermore, identity is a dynamic process that provides a balance between 

rootedness and uprootedness (Erikson,1964).  

Therefore, urban Tjuvecekadan youths live in cities with the growing sameness 

of urban areas such as globalized contexts. Their needs of place identity will take 

form throughout their life. Furthermore, their perceived specialties about their 

communities will unfold their place identity, that entails their relationship between 

their original community and city, and their intention of returning to their hometowns 

after years of living in cities. Their identity in New Tjuvecekadan is dynamic. 

An identity to a place is an agency established through people’s interactions with 

places, first people establish a bond between them called place attachment, and 

subsequently, people's identity to a place will take the form (Hernández, Hidalgo，

Salazar-Laplace, & Hess, 2007). 

However, in the study of place, there are various concepts to address people's 

interaction with a place. Such great varieties of definitions have puzzled many 

researchers (Lewicka, 2011). Therefore, it is essential to clarify the concept used. 

 Stedman (2002) has defined the place attachment as a bond between people and 

place involving both cognition and affect resting on symbolic meanings, with identity 

being a crucial component. Such bound allows people to establish preference with a 
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specific area to remain or stay because they feel comfortable and safe (Hernández et 

al., 2007). Additionally, Liu and Chu (2011) argue that place attachment entails safety 

and comfort people feel in a specific place, making people want to stay in the place. 

In terms of the place identity, Proshansky (1978) has provided a broad and theoretical 

definition as below. 

 

“Those dimensions of self that define the individual’s 

personal identity in relation to the physical environment by 

means of a complex pattern of conscious and unconscious 

ideas, beliefs, preference, feelings, values, goals and 

behavioral tendencies and skills relevant to this environment” 

(p.155).  

 

Furthermore, Proshansky, Fabian, & Kaminoff (1983) defined place identity as a 

“substructure of the self-identity of the person consisting of, broadly conceived 

cognitions about the physical world in which the individual lives” (p. 59). 

 

“These cognitions represent memories, ideas, feelings, 

attitude, values, preferences, meanings, and conceptions of 

behavior and experience which relate to the variety of and 

complexity of physical settings that define the day-to-day 

existence of every human being” (p. 59). 
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 “The core of these cognitions is the ‘environmental past’ 

of the person; a past consisting of places, spaces, and their 

properties which have served instrumentally in the 

satisfaction of the person’s biological, psychological, social, 

and cultural needs” (p.59).  

 

Also, place identity is a component of personal identity, a process by which, 

through interaction with places, people describe themselves in terms of belonging to a 

specific place (Hernández et al., 2007)  

To sum up, place identity is one of the aspects of personal identity (Proshansky, 

1978; Proshansky et al., 1983; Hernández et al., 2007) and it forms both consciously 

and unconsciously (Proshansky, 1978) involving people’s past to a place and the 

process of their interaction with places, people describe themselves in terms of 

belonging to a specific place (Hernández et al., 2007).  

Furthermore, place identity is developed by thinking and talking about places 

through a process of distancing, which allows for reflection and appreciation of places 

(Proshansky et al., 1983). 

There is a salient connection between place attachment and place identity as 

Florek (2011) has stated that “place attachment may contribute to the formation, 

maintenance, and preservation of the identity of a person, group, or culture” (p. 347). 

It may also be that place attachment fosters individual, group, and cultural self-esteem, 

self-worth, and self-pride (Low & Altman, 1992). 

As for the sense of place, Knox and Marston (2007) define “sense of place” as 
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the people’s emotional evocation of experiences and memories they associate with a 

place and attachment of the symbolism derived from a place. Sense of place also can 

refer to the character of a place as seen by outsiders: its distinctive physical 

characteristics and/or its inhabitants (Knox＆Marston 2007). In the Dictionary of 

Human Geography, “sense of place” is defined as  

 

“The attitudes and feelings that individuals and groups 

hold vis a` vis the geographical areas in which they live. It 

further commonly suggests intimate, personal, and emotional 

relationships between self and place” (Gregory, Johnston, 

Pratt, Watts & Whatmore, 2009, p. 676).  

 

In conclusion, place identity focus on social relationships with people in a 

specific place. In contrast, place attachment emphasizes people’s effective bonds, for 

example, safety, and comfort to a place. Finally, sense of place is a dynamic process 

to a place, and feature the quality of both place attachment and place identity (Liu& 

Chu, 2011).  

From a humanistic geographical perspective, place contains positive 

connotations. People’s identification and attachment to a place base on their shared 

experiences, internalized history with a mindset to regard place to have a specificity 

due to the physical characteristics and a boundary between the insiders and outsiders. 
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3.3.2 Feminist Perspective— Concept of Home  

Home can be a place full of conflict, lack of care, and nurturing, which 

humanitarian geographers have neglected (Rose, 1993). Nevertheless, a black 

feminist bell hooks associates home as a place of resistance and empowerment (hooks, 

1990; Yong, I.M. 1997). Since Hooks, her life growing up as a black kid in the 

oppression of white supremacy, home, for her and black people, is a place of care and 

relative freedom from the outside world. Especially for black maids, spent most of 

their time nurturing and caring for white families when they longed to have time and 

energy to give to their own (hooks, 1990). Home became a place that allows them to 

spend time for themselves, and do things they like to do. To hooks, home not only 

provides safety but also provides resistance with all activities that go into making a 

home in an oppressive white world (Rose, 1993). 

In practice, there is a variety of reasons to cause people to move from one place 

to another. The push and pull forces of living in an urban and rural area, family plays 

a fundamental role in whether to remain in the original community or move to a city, 

therefore, affect how urban indigenous youths perceive their homes. For urban 

indigenous peoples, home is central in deciding whether to live in a city or remain in 

their original community. Thus, individuals' concept of home is of their identity to a 

place. 

Despite its positive and negative connotations depending on an individual's 

narratives, a home is a place that holds great significance, mentally and biologically. 

Additionally, the Push and Pull forces can be an illustrative tool in understanding 

urban indigenous peoples moving experiences between cities and their hometowns, 
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which unfold their place identity. The sense of rootedness sheds light on 

understanding how urban indigenous youths perceive their homes.   

 

3.3.3 Social Geographical Perspective — ‘A Global Sense of Place’ 

 Social Geographer, Doreen Massey’s work ‘A Global Sense of Place’ (1994) 

provided a counter-argument from the humanistic perspective of place. Her work 

reflected on three issues. How can people rethink their view of place to be progressive 

and outward-looking? How can people substantiate their place identity if there are no 

boundaries, no fixity, and no difference? And how can people hold onto the 

rootedness of a place without being defensive and reactionary? Her perspective 

specified the era of globalization in a capital context in which people can travel easily 

as a result of time-space compression, and furthermore, provide a progressive concept 

of sense of place contrasting the humanistic geographer’s view of place to be 

introverted. Massey’s emphasis on place is not a limited and permanent entity but an 

extrovert changeable concept. 

The time-space compression enabling globalization and people’s movement for 

places to places carry power flow, which Massey (1994) termed the concept “power 

geometry.” Because some people can take advantage of time-space compression, but 

some are trapped by it (Massey, 1994). Additionally, capital is not the only factor that 

limits people’s movement but gender.  

 

“Survey after survey has shown how women’s mobility, for 

instance, is restricted - in a thousand different ways, from 
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physical violence to being ogled at or made to feel quite 

simply 'out of place' - not by 'capital,' but by men.” (Massey, 

1994. p.148) 

 

The essence of power geometry of time-space compression is socially 

differentiated. (Massey, 1994). People are linked by the experiences of time-space 

compression (Massey, 1994). And such linkages between people imply economic, 

cultural, and political relations (Massey, 1994). And social relations are dynamic 

(Massey, 1994).  

 In terms of Massey’s view on place specificity, she (1994) argued that 

 

“What gives a place its specificity is not some 

long-internalized history but the fact that it is constructed 

out of a particular constellation of social relations, meeting 

and weaving together at a particular locus. In other words, it 

is the social relations of a given place that provide the place 

its uniqueness. Social relations are each individual's 

connection within a place and also stretch out from each 

individual's connection to the outside world.” (Massey, 1994, 

p.154) 

 

Therefore, according to Massey (1994), places are not static; they are the process 

of social interrelations. In this interpretation, place is indeed a meeting place for 
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human’s social interrelations to take form (Massey, 1994), which rejects humanistic 

perspective on places having single, essential identities, and common-shared sense of 

place people among people.  

Furthermore, Massey criticized people's internalized history about a place where 

humanistic geographers valued a great deal not relevant in an era of globalization. 

Such internalized history about a place is reactionary (Massey, 1994). It can be 

understood as various introverted connections between people and a place, such as 

historical, familial, emotional, mythical, cognitive, or material connections (Cross, 

2001). Moreover, Massey (1994) argued that places are not defined by their 

boundaries; places are defined by the particularity of linkage to the outside, which 

constitutes the place. Therefore, the boundary of the place is defined by the mixture of 

social relations within a locality, as well as places’ interrelations (Massey,1994).  

Contrary to the humanistic perspective, it suggests that the identity of 

place/sense of place is established by historical roots and internalized origins of the 

place. Since the essence of place is people’s social interrelations and interrelations 

between places –not only internal relations; places also contain global social relations 

– the global and internal relations of place. Places do not have a single unique identity; 

however, they are full of internal conflicts (Massey,1994). Whereas the humanistic 

perspective suggests that places have boundaries with lines around themselves. 

Massey rejected the idea of place attachment. That is people establish an attachment 

to place where people feel comfortable and safe because such preference to a place is 

rarely permanent, as there are potential conflicts within a place. According to Massey, 

people hold a subjective sense of place with the compilation of their various social 
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interrelation from within and outside a community, which precludes the formation of 

a shared-homogenous sense of place. At the same time, peoples’ social relations are 

ever-changing; therefore, the development and alterations of social relations within 

and outside a community would influence people’s sense of place. 

Furthermore, the specificity of place is continually reproduced by both social 

relations among people and places (Massey,1994). Such dynamic does not result from 

some long, internalized history (Massey,1994), which humanistic geographers deem 

as essential factors for humans in forming a sense place. 

 

According to Massey’s Global Sense of Place 

 

• Places are not static; they are process of social interrelations. 

• Places are not defined by its boundaries. Places are defined by the 

particularity of linkage to the ‘outside’ which constitutes the place. 

• Places do not have single, unique ‘identities’; they are full of internal 

conflicts. 

• There is still a specificity and uniqueness of a place. However, it is not 

produced by a long, internalized history. The specificity is produced by a 

unique constellation of local and global social relations.  

(Massey, 1994, pp.155-156) 

 

I find Massey’s global sense of place applicable in shedding light on urban 

Tjuvecekadan young people’s sense of New Tjuvecekadan.  
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Based on Massey’s discussion, I created a conceptual framework, see Figure 2. 

The three pairs of arrows in Figure 2 represent the three participants,’ namely, Mika’s, 

John’s, and Gary’s life trajectory. The item (1) in Figure 2 is the participants’ social 

interrelation within New Tjuvecekadan. Since they all schooled in urban areas, 

education constitutes a significant part of their social interrelation outside New 

Tjuvecekadan. Plus, they were in school before, during, and after participating in the 

Tjuvecekadan Youth Project. The item (2) in Figure 2 signifies the participants’ life 

experiences moving back-and-forth between New Tjuvecekadan and their urban 

dwellings while schooling in an urban area. Lastly, the item (3) is the participants’ 

social interrelation outside New Tjuvecekadan and their sense of New Tjuvecekadan 

after participating in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project. 
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Figure 3. Conceptual framework 
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CHAPTER 4. TJUVECEKADAN YOUTH PROJECT. 

	

4.1 Introduction of the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project. 

The Tjuvecekadan Youth project funded by the Ministry of Culture, a one-year 

project from December 10th, 2015- December 15th 2016, consisted a series of talks, 

workshops, and activities aiming to familiarize urban New Tjuvecekadan youths and 

local youths with the local culture and furthermore, encourages them to serve their 

community. There are six members in the project, and four of the core members are 

urban indigenous youths of Tjuvecekadan, including the thesis writer, and rest of 

them are local youths. The three core urban members of the focus of this study are 

Mika, Gary and John 

The initiator of the project, Mika (2016) has described thoroughly about the 

purpose of the Tjuvecekadan Youth project in a final report. She wrote: 

 

“Due to the impact of globalization, young people from indigenous areas have 

gradually lost the knowledge of their mother culture, and they started to speak 

another language –Mandarin instead of their native languages. Their mother tongues 

slowly become obsolete along with the loss of indigenous culture. What else can 

indigenous youth remember about their communities and culture? 

 New Tjuvecekadan, a typical Paiwan community, is the most densely populated 

community in Chunrih Township, Pingtung County. Owing to the typhoon disaster in 

1972, people from Ralekeleke, Pailus, and Tjuvecekadan were forced to move from 

their original settlement to New Tjuvecekadan. New Tjuvecekadan, an open area, 
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located on mountain foot, is the new town where people of Tjuvecekadan are living 

now and with a neighboring Paiwan community, Kinayiman situated on slop, just 

across one lane from New Tjuvecekadan. After the household registration reform in 

1981, New Tjuvecekadan was politically designated as a village that includes people 

from Ralekeleke, Tjuvecekadan, Pailus and those who already inhabited on the other 

side of the area before the typhoon. As the result of such designation, the population 

of New Tjuvecekadan increased to over one thousand. New Tjuvecekadan is a 

multicultural community with Paiwan people migrating from Tjuvecekadan, 

Ralekeleke, Pailus, also, Chinese veterans, and non-indigenous people. 

 People in New Tjuvecekadan come from different cultural backgrounds, and 

their work consumed their lives as a result of rapid social transformation. New 

Tjuvecekadan people have shown their lack of interest in public affairs, the low 

collectivity in doing things together, lack of interest in cultivating the talents. The 

culture is at the edge of loss. Local people receive a hurdle to gather people together 

for the betterment of New Tjuvecekadan. The current situation proves it hard to 

realize cultural development sustainably.  

 Moreover, grandparenting is becoming an issue. Furthermore, access to 

educational resources in New Tjuvecekadan is not as good as those in urban areas 

where people have many chances to learn new things. However, an indigenous 

community can be the right place for learning, if people put efforts and devotion to 

education and make the community home for kids to learn and grow.  

 Currently, New Tjuvecekadan started a cultural project. The initiator of 

Tjuvecekadan project, Mika, whose family came from the old settlement of 
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Tjuvecekadan, is a member of Tjuvecekadan chieftain family. She felt responsible for 

serving her community and had seized many funded community projects and 

continued other projects that are already implementing.  

 The Tjuvecekadan project expects to attract the young people who are living 

away from New Tjuvecekadan to go home and care for its affairs through holding 

cultural class and talks to familiarize them with the local culture.  

The objective of Tjuvecekadan project is to enhance coherence among young people 

and familiarize them with their community. Ultimately, the project attempts to 

cultivate young people to participate in community affairs, to help and serve their 

community.”              

 

Final report of the Tjuvecekadan Youth project (2016, p.4)  

 

4.2 New Tjuvecekadan and Me 
	

4.2.1 Childhood in New Tjuvecekadan 

  For me, as an indigenous youth, my original community where I spent my 

childhood, means a lot to me. My childhood spent in my original community was 

essential for my identity. I have both bitter and sweet memories from there.  

 I am from a commoners’ family. I was born in Donggang township in Pingtung 

County and raised in New Tjuvecekadan, where I went to kindergarten and 

elementary school. My maternal grandparents raised me while my parents lived and 

worked in New Taipei City. However, my mother would visit me regularly; 
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sometimes, she would spend an entire semester with me. I only got to see my father a 

few times a year, mostly during my winter and summer vacations. My parents were 

rebar workers and worked mostly with their Paiwan peers from my father’s township, 

Laiyi. Early on in their careers, my parents traveled around for construction projects 

within metropolitan Taipei. With their Paiwan peers, they lived in shipping containers 

for years, forming a small community along the edge of Linkou District, New Taipei 

City. Subsequently, when I was in fifth grade in elementary school, my parents moved 

to Wugu District, New Taipei City. My father eventually became a construction 

contractor, and my parents rented a full-floor apartment where they live to this day, 

renting out some of the rooms to other Paiwan. 

I am very grateful to my grandparents for the great deal of time they spent with 

me. Because of them, I was deeply immersed in Paiwan culture. My grandparents 

were native Paiwan speakers, and so were all of the people around my grandparents’ 

age. I grew up listening to Paiwan. Although my grandparents conversed with their 

elders, contemporaries, and people of the age of my parents entirely in Paiwan, they 

mostly spoke to me in strongly accented Mandarin, only occasionally teaching me the 

Paiwan language. I’m not sure why they did that, although I assume that they wanted 

me to integrate into mainstream society by talking to me in the mainstream language. 

However, my grandparents were devout Christian and therefore, my family did 

not participate in any local rituals that involved "Palisi”-Traditional Religious 

Practice. 

I spent a good deal of time in Tjuvecekadan, a Paiwan slate stone house 

settlement. The old community, where my ancestors originated, is now one of the 
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potential world heritage sites. 

My grandparents had a field and a slate stone house there, so I spent much time 

in Tjuvecekadan. I still remember that my grandparents grew taro, millet, and other 

various kinds of crops there that they would harvest, then have a group of locals who 

helped organize the harvest to sell. I also remember that my grandparents renovated 

several slate stone houses, including their own.  Tjuvecekadan was like a playground 

for me; however, I was very lonely since I was the only child there. All the other 

children lived in New Tjuvecekadan. 

 As for school, the first four years in elementary school were terrific. I had great 

times learning all the subjects and did well on exams; I was one of the top students. 

However, beginning in 5th grade, some students began bullying me, which has greatly 

influenced how I have communicated with people and with my continuing 

development. Over the years until now, I have contemplated the possible causes of the 

tragic times in my childhood. The repercussions affected me both consciously and 

unconsciously. I think my addiction to online game playing in a café, where the 

bullies saw me, was a contributing factor. Also, I did not have an older sibling or 

cousin to protect me. Furthermore, the bullies could organize into a considerable 

group so that, if one bully was caught by a school teacher, others would victimize 

those who reported to the teacher about the bullying incidents. 

My mother did not buy a computer for our home until I was in junior high school, 

so I had to go to an online café to play a computer game. During the fifth and sixth 

grades, I was addicted to online games. I often went to local online cafés after school 

and on weekends. Each computer charged NT $10 per 45 minutes. I followed the café 
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goers and played Diablo 2, a game which was popular at that time. I played the 

computer game very well. Knowing that I was alone without any older siblings or 

cousins in town to support me, a group of bullies approached me and later forced me 

to give them my game account. Otherwise, they would beat me. Some of the bullies 

were my classmates and some were older than me. Knowing that it was impossible to 

win a fight with those bullies, I gave up my game accomplishments to them.  

Later during fifth grade, some bullies began to blackmail me for money every 

day. They forced me to do things that were not allowed in school, such as climbing 

over the school wall to buy beverages and food for them with my money, forcing me 

to do their homework for them, and pushing me to help them cheat on exams. If I did 

not do as they said, they would gang up on me. I remember a bully dragging me by 

the white shirtsleeve of my school uniform, then writing some curse words on my 

sleeve just for fun. I also vividly remember that, one time, my classmate bullies called 

me up to the school library after I rejected climbing the school wall to buy food for 

them, because I feared the teachers would punish me for leaving school. As I entered 

the library, I saw many angry faces, and then a folding chair was thrown right towards 

my face. People then took turns punching me. Perhaps six people targeted me at one 

time. I also knew that if I told the teachers about their deeds, I would have an even 

harder time after school, so, I sucked it up and remained quiet. 

Since New Tjuvecekadan was a small town, it was difficult to hide from the 

bullies. I faced humiliation every day during the last two years of elementary school. 

However, I was not the only one who was bullied. Two other classmates received 

almost the same treatment as I did. For us, the bullying did not end when school 
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ended; it continued outside the campus. Other classmates saw our situation, but most 

of them were too afraid to say anything since they worried, they too would be 

victimized by the bullies. 

Although my teacher once caught one of them, and my mother returned one time 

from Taipei to solve the problem, the bullies had already become a group. They 

bullied me even more outside the school. Whenever one was caught, others teamed up 

and bullied me even more as revenge.  

No one could stay with me twenty-four hours a day and protect me. My 

grandparents were busy with their fields in Tjuvecekadan, and would not be home 

before nighttime. Usually, I was home alone after class. If I encountered a bully on 

the street, all of them would demand money from me, and if I did not have any, the 

bullies would break into my house to steal some.  

When they forced their way into my house, I was afraid that my grandparents 

would find something stolen. So, I would purposely avoid walking some streets close 

to the bullies’ houses. For the last two years of elementary school, I lived in deep fear 

and always felt insecure. I wanted to leave my town to disappear from them forever.  

 

4.2.2 Junior and Senior High School in Urban Pingtung 

Desperately wanting to escape from the bullies and all the bad memories, I 

decided when I was twelve that, after my elementary school graduation, I would leave 

my hometown. Luckily, my parents were financially supportive. I insisted on 

attending a private junior high school in a Han-Taiwanese township that was almost 

an hour’s drive away from New Tjuvecekadan. So, I had to live in school dorm away 
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from New Tjuvecekadan. 

Most of the students in my junior high school were Han-Taiwanese and I had a 

hard time adapting. There were only four Paiwan students, but more than forty 

Han-Taiwanese students, in my homeroom class. I realized substantial differences 

between the Han-Taiwanese and myself in terms of our facial features, skin color, and 

Mandarin accents. Often, I felt targeted when talking about everything related to 

indigenous peoples. Sometimes my Han-Taiwanese classmates would assume that my 

behavior, whether good or bad, had something to do with indigenous culture. 

However, indigenous society in Taiwan is highly complex.  Some of their 

assumptions were right, but not all. Also, the academic competitiveness of my junior 

high school was much greater than that in elementary school. I was one of the best 

students in elementary school, but my grades in junior high school ranked poorly. 

Very few indigenous ranked among the top 50 students. I determined to change the 

situation. However, I did not do so well I as I had expected. I returned to New 

Tjuvecekadan on weekends to see my grandparents and aunt. My grandfather passed 

away when I was in 9th grade. 

After graduating from junior high school, I entered National Pingtung Senior 

High School in Pingtung city with the indigenous educational incentive8, a 35% 

addition to my high school entrance exam scores. Due to the educational incentive, I 

felt academically and mentally inferior to the Han-Taiwanese. I also lived in the 

school dorm I did not initially adjust well to the school workload, and my poor grades 

continued into my senior high school. However, after I chose the sociology track, my 

	
8	 One of the policies of affirmative action on indigenous students, they have an extra 35％ score 
addition on high school and college entrance exams.	
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academic performance improved.  

Before junior high school, I thought of myself as Tjuvecekadan rather than as 

indigenous. After I left New Tjuvecekadan for a non-indigenous school, I identified 

myself as indigenous, and I think the shift of my identification had something to do 

with the history curriculum. In both junior and senior high schools, the history 

textbooks about indigenous people were minimal compared with those about Chinese 

history, although the chapters about indigenous peoples did touch upon different 

indigenous groups. However, the descriptions of indigenous peoples were outdated 

and of a more anthropological tone, mostly having nothing to do with my life 

experiences as an indigenous person. 

 I returned to New Tjuvecekadan on weekends while in junior and senior high 

schools. I mostly spent time by myself, playing computer games at home while my 

grandparents were working in Tjuvecekadan. I still worried about my security a great 

deal and avoided going to certain parts of New Tjuvecekadan where the bullies lived. 

I was also not interested in seeing those who watched the bullying and did not help 

me. Despite the fear, New Tjuvecekadan was for me simply a home where my family 

lived and a place that reminded me of my roots. 

However, my connection with New Tjuvecekadan lessened greatly after my 

grandmother died during my 12th grade, just before my graduation from senior high 

school. 

 

4.2.3 College in Taipei City 

After six years of schooling and residency in non-indigenous schools, I went to 
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Taipei for college. Again, with the indigenous educational incentive, a 35% addition 

to the scores on the college entrance exam, I got into Shih Hsin University, majoring 

in Speech Communication. Due to the distance, I could not visit New Tjuvecekadan 

as frequently as previously. Plus, as my maternal grandparents had passed away, I did 

not feel a particular need to return to New Tjuvecekadan.  

In my homeroom class, I was the only indigenous student, with over 50 

Han-Taiwanese classmates. The sense of academic inferiority still existed in my mind 

even though my academic performance was towards the middle in my class section.  

Despite the Han-Taiwanese being the dominant, I met many people from 

different ethnic groups and was still able to reach out and befriend some indigenous 

students from other departments. My indigenous friends and I established an 

indigenous students’ club call “Ngasal Maku,” meaning “home” in the Atayal 

language, with the purpose of building connections among indigenous students and 

students with interests in indigenous culture.  

In the club, I learned about various indigenous cultures that I had never 

experienced while back in Pingtung. The indigenous club members and I faced 

similar issues living in urban areas away from our hometowns. We talked a lot about 

our hometowns, how we missed the life back home, and our schooling experiences in 

an urban area. Most of the indigenous members who had spent their childhoods in 

their indigenous communities had strong emotional connections with their hometowns 

and regarded their hometowns as their cultural roots. All of those club sessions meant 

a lot to me, and I realized that the identification of a place was associated with local 

knowledge, a source that makes us indigenous, and an identity distinct from others. In 
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other words, indigenous peoples needed to identify themselves with their land to be 

indigenous.  

In 2014, after graduating from Shih Hsin University, I entered the International 

Master’s Program in International Communication Studies (IMICS) at National 

Chengchi University, Taipei. Generally, in Taiwan, there is no educational incentive 

and no added score for indigenous students who enter a graduate program. So, I had 

to compete equally with all the Han-Taiwanese applicants to get into the program. 

When I received the admission letter from IMICS, I felt free of the long-established 

inferiority I previously felt. I believed I had finally won. For the first time in my life, I 

felt a strong sense of achievement.  

After years away from New Tjuvecekadan, I pursued my education immersed in 

a predominantly Han-Taiwanese population. I still found it difficult to find 

connections with Han-Taiwanese classmates due to the differences in culture and life 

experiences. Furthermore, the long-ingrained stereotypes of indigenous peoples 

among Han-Taiwanese always inflicted me with a sense of otherness from them, 

especially when I associated with them. Therefore, it was a hurdle for me to identify 

with them since I was constantly reminded of my differences. 

On the other hand, my hometown and the childhood memories I had still 

impacted me greatly. While some of the people of New Tjuvecekadan gave me love, 

security and natured me in Paiwan culture, some others bullied me badly and made 

me feel insecure. I questioned why it was that my hometown could not bring security 

to me as other hometowns brought security for other indigenous youths. I found that 

my identity was caught by no one space.   
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I could have been more than willing to regard my community as a place that 

made me who I am. However, the bad experiences of my childhood continued to 

mentally trouble me. No one would like to see a place where they are not treated as 

human. I thought time would wash away everything, making my childhood trauma 

less painful. However, there was still an aching wound in my mind, even though I’d 

left my hometown more than a decade before.  

Luckily, through time and help from my friends in college, I gained some 

strength in dealing with my identity issues – the ambiguity of wanting to reconnect to 

my hometown in order to be indigenous, while at the same time overcoming the bad 

experiences from when I was in elementary school. My college club experiences 

inspired me to learn more about my own indigenous culture; therefore, I needed to 

reconnect with my hometown. My perception of my hometown had changed from a 

place I wanted to escape to a place where I wanted to find a connection. However, I 

had not yet realized my attempt to build a relationship with my hometown.  

 

4.3 The Tjuvecekadan Youth Project and Me 

During my second year of graduate school, I befriended Mika, the daughter of 

one of Tjuvecekadan’s chiefs. We met at the 2014 Masalut, a Paiwan millet harvesting 

in New Tjuvecekadan. Mika had also spent a great deal of time living away from New 

Tjuvecekadan.  

Mika told me she initiated a one-year project called the “Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Project,” funded by the Ministry of Culture’s “Youth Village Cultural Development 
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Project9.” The Tjuvecekadan Youth Project aimed to: (1) encourage young people to 

practice their civil rights and show their creativity and innovation; (2) improve the 

artistic environment of villages, communities, tribes, or areas with inadequate 

resources; and (3) balance urban and rural development and implement cultural 

equality. Mika invited me to implement the project with her, as well as with Gary and 

John. We all shared similar life experiences away from New Tjuvecekadan. 

I was excited when I found out about the project, as this chance would enable me 

to learn more about my community. This was something I had wanted to do since 

college, unlike when I was in junior and senior high school, staying at home 

alienating myself from the outside. Since local people valued others’ educational 

backgrounds a great deal, my position as a graduate student boosted my confidence 

that I could achieve things in New Tjuvecekadan. I did not know Mika or Gary before 

the project. I did know John, since we had attended the same Senior High School and 

were both in the school choir; however, we did not stay in touch after I graduated 

from senior high school. 

 During the project, Mika, Gary, John, and I, along with some local people, 

organized talks and workshops with other locals. I learned a lot about my culture, 

locality, and current indigenous issues. Such project activities had a crucial meaning 

for me since I had a chance to understand local issues in-depth. I also shared my 

international indigenous related working experiences in a workshop so that the local 

New Tjuvecekadan people would understand global indigenous issues, and wrote 

	
9	 Project	website	retrieved	from	 	
	 https://youthgo.moc.gov.tw/home	
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about the issues on the project’s Facebook fan page. 

One project was especially memorable for me. A local journalist who works in 

mainstream media taught one of the project activities. The participants learned how to 

write feature news articles. Using what I had learned, I interviewed New 

Tjuvecekadan’s 7-11 convenience store supervisor, a local Paiwan woman. I then 

wrote an article based on the interview, later posted in the local newspaper. 

In 1999, 7-11 opened the first indigenous district convenience store in New 

Tjuvecekadan. When the 7-11 opened, I was in second grade, and I heard repeated 

rumors that, by opening the new store, the supervisor’s family won the lottery. 

The real story was a bit different, though. Previously, the supervisor had her own, 

local, convenience store, and business was good. However, people from the 

Uni-President Enterprises Corporation (7-11’s parent company) contacted the 

supervisor and told her the active populations around New Tjuvecekadan had met the 

requirement needed for a 7-11. They ‘suggested’ she close her private shop and open a 

7-11 franchise.  

Initially, the supervisor was reluctant and refused. The Uni-President Enterprises 

Corporation spokesperson then told her that the Company would open a 7-11 across 

from the supervisor's shop. Threateningly, the spokesperson said they would see 

which store would survive longer. To save her business, the supervisor agreed to 

replace her private store with a 7-11 franchise. 

I learned a great deal about the real politics of New Tjuvecekadan though this. I 

was also able to transfer this knowledge to others through my writings. 

I realize that the dynamics of my New Tjuvecekadan identity varied during 
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different periods of my life. My life incidents shaped my perception about my 

community and vice versa. As the project continued, I reconnected with many people 

who originated from New Tjuvecekadan. I no longer felt unsafe in New Tjuvecekadan, 

knowing I now had friends backing me. I believe the project helped me get over my 

childhood traumas by creating more positive memories. My hometown identification 

has since increased because of these reconnections.  

Overall, after the project, I saw an increase in young people’s participation in 

public activities, such as Masalut, Maljeveq, and Pusau. At the same time, I observed 

several subgroups reinforce their identities during such public rituals. Since the 

Masalut, and Maljeveq were conducted according to New Tjuvecekadan people’s 

familial genealogy, there would therefore be two Masalut, two Maljeveq, and two 

Pusau held in New Tjuvecekadan. One was for people originating from Tjuvecekadan, 

and another one for those from Kinayiman. Also, Ralekeleke people currently living 

in New Tjuvecekadan would return to Ralekeleke to celebrate their Masalut, Maljeveq, 

and Pusau. 

 The project interactions with Tjuvecekadan urban indigenous youths took on 

added meaning for me, as many indigenous young people encounter identity issues 

while living away from their original community. Although I spent my life first in my 

hometown and later in urban areas, my connection with New Tjuvecekadan did not 

cease when I was away from New Tjuvecekadan. I learned that such a sense of place 

is dynamic through time and depends on the immediate social interrelations in my 

life.  

    Before fifth grade, I thought New Tjuvecekadan was a beautiful place, 
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splendidly natural and with pleasant days spent with my grandparents. However, I 

also thought it was a bit boring due to its rural landscape. During fifth and sixth 

grades, I wanted to escape from New Tjuvecekadan due to the bullies and my fears 

and worries over my lack of security continued into high school. By the time I was in 

undergraduate and graduate school, I found New Tjuvecekadan was a place full of 

culture which could enable me to become indigenous. 

 After participating in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, I found New 

Tjuvecekadan was a place where the good memories created in the project overcame 

my childhood tragic experiences. I now know like-minded people and am not lonely 

while in New Tjuvecekadan. The town will always be a home for me, and I am now 

more willing to actively involve myself in local affairs. 
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CHAPTER 5. JOHN’S STORY  

 

5.1 Growing Up  

John grew up in Pingtung city, about 40 km and 45 minutes car drive away from 

New Tjuvecekadan. He studied in Pingtung city from kindergarten through senior 

high school. John is from a commoner’s family. He is the firstborn child with a 

younger sister. Since kindergarten, John was mostly raised by his mother as his father 

left Pingtung for work in Taipei.  

As a child, John returned to New Tjuvecekadan weekly with his parents to visit 

his grandmother and other relatives. He also returned to his mother’s hometown, 

Tjaqaciljai community, further south from New Tjuvecekadan. John would stay in 

New Tjuvecekadan for more extended times during summer and winter vacations and 

has pleasant memories of spending with his relatives, and family in both New 

Tjuvecekadan, and Tjaqaciljai. He especially liked returning to Tjaqaciljai because his 

cousins would take him to the local online café to play computer games; in New 

Tjuvecekadan, he had fewer friends who played computer games.  

John recalled his childhood visits to New Tjuvecekadan. “New Tjuvecekadan is 

a place where I spent my days off and had fun with my friends (neighbors).” New 

Tjuvecekadan was a place where he could take a break from studying, and he knew 

from elementary school age that it was his hometown, the place where he felt 

comfortable every time he returned. 

The longest time he spent in New Tjuvecekadan was for about a month when he 
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was in senior high school. He returned to learn the Paiwan language from his 

grandmother and had time to observe the local people. John found that there were 

many teenagers talented in singing and sports, and was amazed by some teenagers’ 

basketball skills. However, there were some drank, smoked, and chewed betel nut, 

addictions detrimental to their health and future growth, which limited their athletic, 

and singing potentials.  

During that time, he used to return to New Tjuvecekadan on weekends. However, 

when he studied in Hsinchu City for college, John could not go back to New 

Tjuvecekadan as frequently as previously due to the distance. He would return for 

Chinese New Year, and Tomb Sweeping Day, and sometimes Moon Festival. John 

remembered the fun and enjoyable time spent with his family in New Tjuvecekadan.  

 

5.2 Indigenous Identity  

John’s elementary school classmates made fun of his indigenous name, but 

John’s indigenous awareness has not yet developed. He did not feel a particular ethnic 

distinction from Han-Taiwanese until the fifth grade. His academic performance 

ranked intermediate-high in his class section, with his best ranking as fifth in his class. 

By contrast, John's indigenous classmates ranked poorly. Each year, there were 7 or 8 

classes with a total of 14 indigenous and 264 Han-Taiwanese students. The majority 

of the indigenous students were Paiwan, with a few Rukai students from the 

neighboring indigenous townships, of Majia, Wutai, and Sandimen.  

He was the only indigenous student during his first and second grade, so he hung 

out with Han-Taiwanese classmates. During the third and fourth grades, an indigenous 
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student who transferred to his class became John’s close friend. However, before 

entering the fifth grade, the student moved to another school. After fifth grade, he had 

more chances to interact with other indigenous students while participating in the 

school’s sports team. Additionally, John and other indigenous students met with each 

other during after school classes. He enjoyed the time spent with other indigenous 

students. 

 

“Lots of indigenous students were sporty and joined the 

tug of war team in school. So, we indigenous students would 

spend time together during the practice and go to additional 

classes after school.”  

 

After fifth grade, John attended indigenous language classes. He reflected on his 

ethnic identity and began to feel an aversion to learning Chinese Mandarin – the 

predominant language among the Han-Taiwanese in Taiwan.  

 

“I slowly realized my indigenous identity when learning 

an indigenous language (Paiwan) in school, and I started to 

feel an aversion to learning Chinese Mandarin. Because why 

did indigenous people learn Chinese Mandarin?” 

 

 The aversion to learning Chinese Mandarin grew stronger as John pursued higher 

education. John thought that the Paiwan language was essential in his indigenous 
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identity.  

However, in terms of his interpersonal relationships, he did not feel a salient 

difference between his interactions with Han-Taiwanese students and with indigenous 

students. When John spent time with his Han-Taiwanese friends, he did not overthink 

their ethnic differences because it was common to interact with Han-Taiwanese. He 

also did not feel distinct differences between his hometown indigenous 

contemporaries and the Han-Taiwanese. John had close friends who were indigenous 

and others who were Han-Taiwanese. He frequently visited one very good 

Han-Taiwanese friend’s home. While in fifth grade, he befriended a Rukai on the 

tug-of-war team, whose home he also visited. 

 In his junior high school in Pingtung city, John was the only indigenous in his 

7th-grade class. For 8th and 9th grades, another indigenous student that John had 

known from elementary school transferred to his class. There were 8 or 9 classes each 

year, totaling about 270 Han-Taiwanese and nine indigenous students. 

During his time in junior high school, John heard a few positive stereotypes from 

some Han-Taiwanese about indigenous people, such as that all indigenous peoples 

could sing well (which was not true of him at the time) and were good at sports 

(which was true). One common stereotype was that indigenous people in Taiwan have 

dark skin. However, John was light-skinned, and no one talked about that. John’s 

academic performance during seventh grade was intermediate-low, but he improved 

significantly during eighth grade. He was usually ranked between second and fifth in 

his class section. Again, John’s indigenous classmates ranked poorly.  

After graduating from junior high school and taking the senior high school 
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entrance exam, John entered National Boys’ Senior High School in Pingtung city. He 

did not need the indigenous educational incentive – a 35% addition to his original 

scores — to get into the school; his original scores were well above the school’s 

requirements.  In each of John’s years, on average, there was a total of 19 classes, 

with 35 students in each class. This amounted to over 650 students, including around 

20 indigenous. 

John ranked upper-medium in his class section, which was adequate, so no one 

questioned if he had received the 35% addition to his senior high school entrance 

exam. Moreover, he ranked as high as third in his class section during 10th grade. 

Therefore, John did not feel inferior to his Han-Taiwanese peers in academic 

performance. However, his indigenous classmates in both 10th and 11th grade ranked 

badly. 

 During the 9th and 10th grades, he had one indigenous classmate. By the time 

John entered 12th grade, he was the only indigenous in his class, as the other 

transferred to the social science track. There were several indigenous students in the 

“first” track. 

However, John socialized with several indigenous students outside his 

homeroom class. Significant for him, John joined the unofficial indigenous students' 

club in school, where he was involved in school performances10. Additionally, he 

joined the “Ai Association11,” where he picked up the usage of the pragmatic word, 

	
10 The performance refers to indigenous dace incorporation with the indigenous students’ club of a 
girls' senior high school that showcases traditional music, language, and attire of each officially 
recognized indigenous group in Taiwan. The performance shows annually and respectively, in both the 
boys' and girls' high school on their school celebration day.  
11 An unofficial indigenous students’ association during John's senior high school years, with five 
stable members.  
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“ai~,12” Club members said “ai~” to express an exclamation or amusement at the 

punchline of a joke, or repeated it to suggest something funny. John expressed that he 

had a good time with the association members. They often went to a city library 

together, not to study, but to spend time and recite jokes. Sometimes the librarian 

scolded them because they were too loud. Overall, he thought that his indigenous 

identity enlightenment began with his involvement in the indigenous students' club 

and the Ai Association. 

John found distinctive differences between the ways indigenous students and 

Han-Taiwanese communicated. For example, each group used different punchlines 

when sharing a joke. Indigenous students used “ai~~” a great deal, while 

Han-Taiwanese did not. John felt more relaxed when speaking to indigenous peoples 

due to their shared indigenous culture and identity. He felt more formal and serious 

when associating with Han-Taiwanese, and it was difficult to catch their punchlines 

and tempo. 

 

“My senior high school experience was crucial to my 

indigenous identity. We had the unofficial indigenous 

students’ club and had a dance together [in the school 

celebration]. I felt proud to be indigenous when I danced 

with my indigenous club members, which made me want to 

return to my hometown. From then on, I thought of the slate 

stone house community [Tjuvecekadan], and wanted to 

	
12 An expression, and pragmatic word, to express exclamation and amusement at the punchline of a 
joke or used it whenever to suggest something funny.	
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connect with it in my future development.” 

 

While he was in both junior and senior high school, his father was involved in a 

project researching and reconstructing traditional Paiwan slate stone houses in 

Tjuvecekadan. The research motivated John to study architecture. Becoming an 

architect would enable him to acquire building skills and create a new slate stone 

house from traditional ones. 

When John was in senior high school, he had the idea of studying architecture 

for college because Tjuvecekadan still had traditional Paiwan slate stone houses. 

Therefore, he thought studying architecture while in college could contribute to the 

development of the slate stone community at his ancestral land, Tjuvecekadan. John 

made up his mind to gain acceptance to National Cheng Kung University’s 

architecture department. Unfortunately, he could not because he did not achieve the 

required test scores. Instead, he entered the Double Specialty Program of 

Management and Technology at National Tsing Hua University. 

He was accepted into the program with indigenous educational incentives and 

was the only indigenous student in the class of 40 students. 

 There were no indigenous issue-related courses in his department, nor were there 

any clubs for indigenous students, so he did not have a platform to meet other 

indigenous students. There were few indigenous students in the whole college, and he 

barely knew them, except for Gary. However, Gary only studied there for one 

semester before transferring to a school in Kaohsiung. 

 John did not feel discrimination, nor did his Han-Taiwanese peers misconceive 
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his indigenous incentive admission to the program. They ignored his educational 

incentive and his less than desired academic performance. Moreover, no one in his 

class joked about his physical features being indigenous – dark skin, big eyes — 

merely because John did not have stereotypical indigenous physical features: 

 

“Growing up, people did not recognize me as indigenous 

(by my face), even if I put on contact lenses. I looked just like 

other people (Han-Taiwanese) when I had my eyeglasses 

on.” 

 

 John conveyed that his Han-Taiwanese classmates found his indigenous 

background special. He also could utilize his talents and share indigenous culture with 

the students in department activities, which impressed him:    

 

“There were department activities like the ‘department’s 

night’ during my freshman year. And the female seniors made 

me teach the department members indigenous dance. So, I 

taught them Paiwan dance, borrowing a lot of traditional 

indigenous clothes. The experience impressed me.” 

 

Although John’s academics ranked poorly, he had other assets that could provide 

him with confidence – sports and singing. His prominence in these outshined his 

classmates. John joined the department's basketball team, and they all competed 
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together. He had a good time with them, and his team leader gave him a nickname – 

“Little Monkey” — because John was skillful and could run fast. 

John spent an extra year finishing college to fulfill the needed school credits. 

Overall, he was popular and got along well with his Han-Taiwanese classmates, 

juniors, and seniors in college. The dance activity he taught increased his indigenous 

identity, although not enough for him to determine to return home. 

While he was in college, John attended church in New Tjuvecekadan, intending 

to learn more about the town. When in church, he felt connected to the community. 

John had relatives among those churchgoers; however, he did not know them well. He 

registered his distinctive identity as an urban young person. He said, “My mentality 

may be different from those who grew up and were educated locally.” 

After college, he decided to further his education to contribute his learning to the 

development of Tjuvecekadan. He applied to the Graduate Institute of Building and 

Planning at National Taiwan University and was admitted into the program in 2016. 

He was the only indigenous in his class, but there was a total of 4 indigenous students 

in the program. The Tjuvecekadan Youth Project began the same year.  

 

5.3 Why Returning to New Tjuvecekadan? 

When I asked John why he wanted to go back to New Tjuvecekadan? John 

answered, “New Tjuvecekadan is my old home (hometown), which makes me want to 

return.” Since he frequently went back to New Tjuvecekadan with his parents when 

he was a child, the idea of returning to Tjuvecekadan, and seeing New Tjuvecekadan 

as home, took root at a young age. Additionally, his father’s decision to go back and 
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live in New Tjuvecekadan after retirement around 2025, and build a new house has 

made John feel a need to visit New Tjuvecekadan more frequently in the future. 

 

5.4 Before 2015 -- Participant Motivation for Tjuvecekadan 

Youth Project 

 John has had a childhood history of traveling back and forth between Pingtung 

city and New Tjuvecekadan. He sensed a continuous curiosity toward his own culture 

and his identification as indigenous. Eventually, a yearning to return home took root 

in his mind. 

He began thinking about his culture: “Maybe I was young and had this idea. 

However, in reality, what could I do in New Tjuvecekadan?” He had developed his 

cultural experiences in an urban area, participated in an indigenous dance 

performance in senior high school, and taught his friends in college Paiwan traditional 

dance. These were the catalyst for his indigenous identification. 

Previously, John mainly returned to New Tjuvecekadan to see family, neighbors, 

and churchgoers. Now, he wanted to get involved in New Tjuvecekadan affairs. 

However, there was no opportunity or gate for him to access local affairs so that he 

could do something directly. Then, in 2015, Mika and Gary contacted him and asked 

him to join the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, which enabled John with an opportunity 

to do things, allowing him to see different perspectives of his hometown through the 

activities. Additionally, he had partners for his journey home. 

His parents were positive about his participation in the project. Due to the 

distance, John had had less connection with his hometown than before, and he thought 
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the project would reconnect him with local people and affairs. 

 

5.5 Experience of the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project 2015-2016  

John was in Taipei, attending graduate school, and was busy coping with its first 

semester. However, although he did not live in New Tjuvecekadan, he wanted to get 

involved in the project as much as possible. He attended three formal project 

gatherings with Mika and Gary. One, which took place in Taipei Main Station, was 

the preparatory project meeting with Mika and Gary, where they would all sit on the 

concourse floor while discussing the monthly planning and management of the 

project's Facebook fan page. The second was a presentation of the project to the 

Pingtung County government personnel, introducing the project, and showing the 

personnel the process and implementation of the project; John did not sleep much 

while preparing for the presentation, rushing between Taipei and Pingtung City. The 

third was filming, with all the core members, the promotional video for the project 

posted on the Facebook fan page. 

As John’s involvement with the project deepened, his experiences impressed on 

him and increased his intentions to return home. When the project initiator, Mika, 

asked him what his motive was for taking part in the project, John replied: 

 

“I had a dream when I was a kid, that was to return to [my] 

community [New Tjuvecekadan] because I thought I had a 

happy time there; also, it was full of culture (Paiwan).” 
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Although partly because of his schoolwork, he did not much participate directly 

in the project's formal activities. John often communicated online with the other 

project members and contributed ideas to the project from what he learned through his 

studies at the Graduate Institute of Building and Planning. 

On the one hand, another important reason he did not more directly participate in 

informal gatherings outside the project, was that John did not drink, and he also 

worried that, since he was not familiar with most of the participants beyond the 

project leaders, he might feel awkward interacting with them. During the year, he 

usually avoided attending any informal gatherings in New Tjuvecekadan, including 

celebrations where young people partied in the four chiefs’ houses after a Masalut, 

drinking, or singing karaoke along the nearby the riverbank. He would go straight 

home. As a senior among the local young people, he could get away from the party 

invitations: 

 

“Local youths invited me to go to a party after the event, 

the youths' night in Takamimura during the Masalut (season, 

2016 and 2017). I told them I had things to do and left. They 

would not force me to go because I was a senior.” 

 

On the other hand, during the project, he attended three informal gatherings after 

a project activity with Mika, Gary, mainly because he was not in New Tjuvecekadan. 

John was in Taipei for his graduate school and was so busy coping with its first 

semester. However, he wanted to get involved in the project as much as possible.  
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Additionally, during the project year, 2015-2016, Mika invited him to help out 

the Masalut. He has begun to actively engage in local affairs, which he attributed to 

the project’s effect. He recalled the time when he was working for the Masalut and his 

interactions with the locals. “I was a worker there, and I began to know better than 

those I saw in the community. However, I [still] do not know not many people.” 

In terms of his interactions with people on informal occasions, mostly in the 

local elementary basketball court, John played basketball with the locals, where he 

befriended people from New Tjuvecekadan and Kinayiman, and most of them were in 

juniors and senior high school, younger than John. Generally, in New Tjuvecekadan, 

his living sphere when was mainly either his house or at the elementary school 

basketball court where he befriended the local junior and senior high school students 

from New Tjuvecekadan and the adjoining town of Kinayiman. 

During the project, John did not feel the youths of New Tjuvecekadan exhibiting 

their distinct subgroup identities, which were Tjuvecekadan, Kinayiman, Ralekeleke, 

Pailus, and Han-Taiwanese. However, he developed a better relationship with the core 

project members, Mika, Gary, and me, who are Tjuvecekadan descendants. 

The Tjuvecekadan Youth project also made John want to engage with the locals 

and provided access for him to interact with them. He began actively engaging in 

local affairs, too, which he attributed to the project’s effect. He befriended locals 

whom he had not previously known. He expressed the project’s effect on him and his 

attitude shift from being inactive to actively participating in local affairs: 

 

“If I did not join the project, I would have been an urban 
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kid (disconnected with the local people) like I used to be who 

just came back and watched the Masalut (without 

participation).” 

 

Some people from outside of New Tjuvecekadan were curious about the project. 

Most of the feedback John received was positive. For John’s Han-Taiwanese graduate 

school classmates and friends, the project was “cool.” He also received positive 

feedback from one of his graduate school professors, who thought the project was 

beneficial for the future development of New Tjuvecekadan and was glad that young 

people would like to implement such a project. 

 

5.6 After the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, 2017 onwards  

After his one-year participation in the Project, John realized that young people 

who grew up in New Tjuvecekadan and those who grew up in urban areas could all 

contribute to New Tjuvecekadan in their ways by complementing each other’s 

respective advantages. Urban young people might know more about city resources 

that they could use to promote local New Tjuvecekadan issues to a larger population. 

However, they did not know the New Tjuvecekadan living experiences of the local 

youths who were more knowledgeable in the local culture. For John, it was crucial for 

both local and urban young people to coordinate together. 

Through the project, John also extended his social network with the local and 

urban young people, such as Yusuf, while deepening relationships with some whom 

he already knew, including me. John would not have known Yusuf if without the 
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project. 

 

“Although we [John and I ] went to the same high school, 

you [I] were my senior, and I was your junior, we did not 

associate with each other in school nor New Tjuvecekadan. 

It was not until we did the Project [Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Project] that we started to know each other better.” 

 

 The project allowed him to listen to different perspectives on New 

Tjuvecekadan as the project members brainstormed together to find solutions to the 

issues facing New Tjuvecekadan. Additionally, he developed a significant sense of 

belonging to Tjuvecekadan, the slate stone house village, as the project provided 

like-minded partners to work together to care for both communities’ future 

development. In summary, John said, “The difference [before, during, after the project] 

was not drastic; instead, it was a matter of the depth of involvement [with New 

Tjuvecekadan].” 

Growing up, New Tjuvecekadan was more of a recreational place for John. He 

was not active in New Tjuvecekadan affairs, such as the Township Sports Game, and 

Masalut, before he took part in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project. As John engaged in 

the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, he slowly began connecting with local people. He 

became more motivated to learn about local issues. He felt more connected to New 

Tjuvecekadan, both mentally and physically. His growing interest in New 

Tjuvecekadan inspired him to write his master’s degree thesis on Tjuvecekadan. The 
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project was a catalyst for him to contribute his professional skills to the future 

development of both New Tjuvecekadan and the slate stone house settlement of 

Tjuvecekadan.  

 John thought that urban indigenous young people had knowledge from things 

they learned in school and could contribute directly to the development of both New 

Tjuvecekadan and Tjuvecekadan. However, he did not receive feedback from any 

local young people after his participation in the project on what he and other urban 

indigenous could do to help. It would take time to develop mutual trust between the 

local and urban young people: 

 

“For sure, many young people may not listen to a 

well-studied urban young person. Some indigenous seniors 

from other communities told me that ‘do not rush things with 

your knowledge and passion when doing a project with the 

local population. Otherwise, you will get hurt’. 

Knowledgeable young people from outside can change the 

local community. Local people may have different ideas, and 

they may not care for your passion and way of doing things. 

It would take time for an urban person to do things in 

indigenous communities. If you rush it, it would be difficult.” 

 

Meanwhile, John also understood some nuances among the locals, such as 

familial conflicts and distrusts between people. The conflicts were mainly due to 
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people's interests and cultural disputes over chiefly families. Such disputes could also 

potentially happen among young people. 

Additionally, there were disputes among the urban indigenous youths. John 

heard Cooper, an urban young person who was not a member of the project, 

complaining about Mika. John found the complaints about Mika to be rather 

subjective, as Cooper had a long-established feud with Mika’s family.  

 

“Sure, the wise do not buy rumors, I did not think his 

[Cooper’s] opinions were absolutely right. He [Cooper] 

thought that Mika was only using young people to do things 

to consolidate her chief position temporarily. [Anyway], she 

was not living in the community with people. So, some local 

people thought, why do things with her?” 

 

 John also thought about the identity issue that challenges all urban 

indigenous youths when they return to their hometown. As John grew up, he realized 

there were respective pros and cons of living in New Tjuvecekadan and a big city. 

Originally, before he entered college, John had a strong longing to live in and wanted 

to make a difference for New Tjuvecekadan. However, his graduate school internship 

experience in 2018 made him think differently. When he was working as an intern, 

John realized that it was not necessary to be physically in New Tjuvecekadan to make 

a difference. People could do something beneficial for their hometowns in their own 

ways. For the future, he would like to work in a company that tackles the industrial 
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development of indigenous communities located in Hsinchu City. With the knowledge 

learned and network gained from his future work, he hopes to contribute his expertise 

to facilitate the industrial development of Tjuvecekadan and New Tjuvecekadan. 

  

John stated, “Based on my observation while I was in 

children Sunday school [in New Tjuvecekadan], I found that 

many kids may be good at singing and sport. However, when 

they grew up, probably due to the environment or the path 

they choose, they started to smoke and drink at a young age. 

Such a situation made me want to go back and reflect that as 

a senior with skills, what can I provide for those kids?”  

 

John hopes to bring resources into New Tjuvecekadan to better the environment 

for local children and to provide better chances for their future development. John 

understood that the economic constraints of the local people could limit young 

peoples' careers. A majority of local young people decide to enter the army as career 

soldiers to finance their families; therefore, even as children, they may not achieve 

what they want to do. To sum up, overall, John had a better understanding of the local 

issues among New Tjuvecekadan and was motivated to firstly tackle the industrial 

issues of New Tjuvecekadan, and secondly, care for the young people's future 

development. Meanwhile, he also acknowledged the necessity of coordination 

between urban and local New Tjuvecekadan young people. 
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5.7 The Challenges of Returning to New Tjuvecekadan  

  For John, the challenges in New Tjuvecekadan include the lack of educational 

resources and a lack of job opportunities. Young people who went to the north of 

Taiwan to study were especially less likely, due to the distance, to return to the town. 

John also pointed out Taiwan's uneven resource allocation. He said, 

 

“Since all job opportunities were outside (the town) and 

located in northern Taiwan. It was a matter of practicality 

(as to the place to live), and what could we do in the 

community [New Tjuvecekadan] due to the distance?” 

 

 John was aware of the internal community conflicts among chiefs, as they had 

different perspectives on the development of Tjuvecekadan and its cultural practices 

such as Masalut and Maljeveq. John knew that when the top chief, Mika's mother, 

was the chairperson of the Tjuvecekadan Slate Stone House Cultural Association13, 

she had a hard time coordinating the locals' diverse opinions. Since Mika's mother 

spent a long time living in Chaozhou Township, John thought people might have seen 

her return as a threat to Tjuvecekadan's long-established order. 

 

5.8 Sense of Belonging to New Tjuvecekadan  

For John, New Tjuvecekadan contained great childhood memories of family, 

culture, and language. New Tjuvecekadan was where he could learn his culture, 

	
13	 An	association	established	in	2012	by	the	descendants	of	Tjuvecekadan,	the	association	deals	
with	the	tourism,	and	development	of	Tjuvecekadan	
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language, and be with his family. Since he was brought up in a city, he would 

compare himself with those who studied in New Tjuvecekadan. John had wanted to 

attend the local school in New Tjuvecekadan when he was young. He envied those 

children schooling in New Tjuvecekadan and its low-pressure learning environment. 

Also, they were able to learn the local culture. New Tjuvecekadan is always a home 

for him. 

 

5.9 Parents’ Role in Terms of Indigenous Culture  

John's parents play a significant indigenous cultural role for him. When he was 

younger, they gradually but constantly influenced what he saw and heard. Both of his 

parents work in indigenous cultural fields. His father is a civil servant who works in 

the indigenous governmental sector at the Indigenous Peoples Cultural Development 

Center. When John was a child, he visited his father there often and listened and 

watched several indigenous performances, enabling him to develop indigenous 

cultural sensitivity. John's mother is a costume designer who specializes in the fusion 

of indigenous and modern fashion. Both of his parents are fluent in the Paiwan 

language. Therefore, John also can learn the Paiwan language from them.  

 

5.10 Primogeniture in New Tjuvecekadan 

Paiwan is a firstborn society that implies parents expect their firstborn kid 

regardless of gender, to go back home and live with the family for the long term. John 

is the firstborn kid and has a younger sister. His parents do not anticipate John to live 

with them, nor do the parents specify John to inherit the family house in New 
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Tjuvecekadan. Instead, his parents have a consistent future outlook for both him and 

his sibling. Additionally, his parents would like John to have an indigenous spouse, 

with a preference of Paiwan people. 

 

5.11 Significance of Tjuvecekadan – the slate stone house 

settlement  

During his childhood and adolescence, John spent most of his time in New 

Tjuvecekadan visiting his family. He first learned about his ancestral land, 

Tjuvecekadan, when he was in senior high school and heard about a slate stone house 

reconstruction project there. 

John recalled his first time visiting Tjuvecekadan, which was just about when he 

entered college. He was with his father and cousins to see what remained from their 

family house. The walls had fallen apart, and the land was full of grass. John 

identified the area of the house from the debris that was left. However, he thought the 

landscape around the old town was natural and was amazed by the preservation of 

some of the slate stone houses, for there were several which were structurally 

complete. 

For John, Tjuvecekadan is a place for learning traditional Paiwan culture and 

conventional architecture. It is also a town that contains many life stories of people 

from two generations ago before most people moved to the new town: 

 

“Although people of my generation do not have 

experience living in Tjuvecekadan, people of our previous 
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generation, and two-generation ago, had memories there.” 

 

In 2019, his family held a family reunion party in Tjuvecekadan. Tom, the local 

tour guide, recited the history of the old town during the morning. In the afternoon, 

the family had a meal together. John especially noted that there was no alcohol at the 

meal; John's family is Christian, and they rarely drink. 

 

5.12 Significance of New Tjuvecekadan  

New Tjuvecekadan contains John’s childhood memories, bringing a sense of 

belonging to the town. When I asked John to describe New Tjuvecekadan, he said: “It 

was like being back home, a comfortable environment that was easy to adapt to, 

[I]like the air and wind there.” Although John’s mother is from Tjaqaciljai, Mudan 

Township, Pingtung County, he identified more with New Tjuvecekadan. He had 

more connections with people from New Tjuvecekadan than those in Tjaqaciljai. John 

also referred to himself as from New Tjuvecekadan when introducing himself. For 

John, New Tjuvecekadan and Tjuvecekadan are connected and without a boundary 

between them: “The character of New Tjuvecekadan also highlights Tjuvecekadan,” 

and he felt proud to promote the slate stone houses in Tjuvecekadan. 
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CHAPTER 6. MIKA’S STORY 

	

6.1 Growing Up  

Mika lived in New Tjuvecekadan until she turned 5. Her parents bought a 

house in Chaozhou Township, a city with more than 43,000 people, most of them 

Han-Taiwanese. The city is 20-30 minutes by car from New Tjuvecekadan; all of her 

family moved there when Mika was 5, and she went to the local school there. Mika's 

mother is the top chief, one of four chiefs in Tjuvecekadan. Her Paiwan father is a 

commoner from New Tjuvecekadan’s neighboring township. Despite living away 

from New Tjuvecekadan, while Mika was in elementary school, she and her family 

returned once a week to visit her grandfather and to participate in local affairs. 

However, when she was ten, her grandfather died, and Mika's emotional attachment to 

New Tjuvecekadan significantly decreased. From her limited memories, she recalled 

that she then returned only to have meals with family members.   

She returned to New Tjuvecekadan every week while in elementary school, 

every two weeks while in junior high school, and probably once a month while in 

senior high school and college. As she moved further away from New Tjuvecekadan 

in pursuit of her education, she became less connected to the town. She always knew 

that New Tjuvecekadan was her home, but it was just a matter of her linkage to her 

house and the people there. 
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“I always know I have a home there [New Tjuvecekadan]; 

however, my connection with [New Tjuvecekadan] became 

weaker and weaker as I grew up because my living sphere 

changed” 

“After my grandfather's death, there did not seem to be a 

connection with [New Tjuvecekadan]. Instead, I know I am 

half Tjuvecekadan [her mother's community]; [However,] I 

identified with Kuljaljau [ her father's community]” 

 

In terms of Mika’s life in Chaozhou, she and her two younger brothers were 

key (latchkey) kids. Mika needed to help care for her siblings, cook meals for them, 

and pick up her younger brother from school as her parents were busy with work.  

She did not realize then why her parents had to work extra hours, and her father also 

had to work a part-time job teaching drum. Later, when she grew older, Mika realized 

her family had serious economic burdens not only from the family but also from the 

numerous public affairs regarding New Tjuvecekadan. Mika's mother needed to 

attend these, including weddings, housewarmings, and funerals. In Taiwan, it is a 

custom to give cash in red envelopes as gifts to marrying couples. Mika's family 

offers at least NT $1600 at each wedding, depending on family relationship and the 

specific married couple. The new-housewarmings also require a cash offering. The 

funerals also require cash, and the time, expense involved for travel. All of these are 

necessary for Mika’s mother to fulfill her duties as a chief. To this day, Mika’s family 
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continues to receive a least two or three wedding invitations weekly, and four or five 

during the prime of Chinese New Year when people return home for a holiday. 

  Mika’s father once complained to Mika that marrying into a chief’s family 

caused him quite a financial and relational burden. Before his marriage, he did not 

need to attend so many weddings.  

Early on, Mika more strongly identified with Kuljaljau, as she spent more time 

there, than with New Tjuvecekadan. When young, she held a grudge against the 

Paiwan traditional culture that so impacted her family's functionality and also meant 

she had to take responsibility for the care of her younger siblings. 

 

6.2 Indigenous Identity 

Mika was aware of her indigenous background. She also knew her family was 

better-off eco-socially, not only compared with New Tjuvecekadan society, but also 

with Han-Taiwanese society.  

 

“I know I am indigenous all along, and my mother is a 

chief. It seems my family is incredible, but not sure how 

awesome. Probably, it is since both my parents are civil 

servants, that kind of awesome.” 
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Her parents’ occupations and her mother’s traditional position in Paiwan 

society were positive factors financially during her schooling and not just because of 

their noble position. Mika lived in a predominantly Han-Taiwanese environment. 

During elementary school, there were only five indigenous students out of 40 

something children in her class, and there were 6-9 classes in her grade. All were 

Paiwan from Chaozhou’s neighboring towns, Laiyi and Taiwu. By junior high school, 

there were less than 5 Paiwan out of 40 classmates, while there were about 12 classes 

in her whole grade.  

 When in elementary and junior high school, Mika was surrounded by 

Han-Taiwanese classmates while there were only six or less total indigenous. 

However, due to her family’s financial support during her education, she did not feel a 

particular ethnic distinction among her classmates.  

 

“Because my parents do not want their kids to lose to the 

Han-Taiwanese [people] from the start, so they [financed] 

me to learn whatever the Han-Taiwanese could learn. So, I 

started to take piano lessons [in elementary school].” 

 

 Mika excelled academically. She was one of the top students in her class. She 

was popular and represented the school when she competed in various contests.  She 

won a school competition, which required various aspects of good performance, 
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called the “Autonomous Town Mayor Election,” earning the title of “Autonomous 

Town Mayor.” She graduated from elementary school with the third highest grades. 

Although she did not see things that way at the start, Mika remembers vividly 

the one incident when she realized that her indigenous background was seen as 

inferior by one of her then-best-friend’s father. When the friend ranked second on a 

monthly exam while Mika ranked first, the father punished the friend and told the best 

friend to kneel because she lost. After the punishment, the best friend came up to 

Mika to end their friendship. At the time, Mika felt sad for her friend but confused 

over the reason for the punishment. Mika and the ex-friend remained on good terms, 

but Mika did not overthink the punishment's underlying issue to be the idea that 

"indigenous peoples are inferior to Han-Taiwanese," until much later. 

 However, she did make friends with some Han-Taiwanese. One close friend 

was ‘8+9’14 (gay male), who was even willing to go to buy menstrual pads for Mika 

when they were in junior high school. When Mika did not feel well or appeared 

unhappy, the 8+9 would repeatedly, in Taiwanese, ask if she was ok.  

Mika expressed that, in retrospect, she felt she was the most Han-Taiwanese 

during her elementary and junior high school years compared to later stages in her 

life. 

Mika began associating more with indigenous peers when she went to a girl’s 

senior high school in Pingtung City and lived in the school dorm. There were 6 to 8 
	

14 The term 8+9 in Chinese Mandarin phonetically sounds similar to Ba Jia Jiang, members of parade 
formation in a temple fair.  8＋9  is a popular Internet term to describe young people who exhibit 
characteristics of gangsters and who associate with temple activity. 
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indigenous classmates among 40 students in her class, more than in either her 

elementary or junior high schools.  There was a total of 16 classes, about 720 people, 

in her grade. Her indigenous classmates were either Paiwan or Rukai, and either from 

Pingtung County or Kaohsiung City/County. The school had an indigenous 

educational incentive – a 35% score addition — which allowed her to attend; however, 

no one made fun nor questioned her admission to the school. 

From the start, she noticed extremely different language usages between her 

indigenous and Han-Taiwanese sets of classmates. For example, indigenous students 

often used pragmatic words such as “ai~~” at the end of a sentence or as an 

exclamation to express amusement. Probably because of her talents in language, she 

quickly picked up on the lingo, and used the pragmatic word naturally. Moreover, in 

Mika’s class, the indigenous group was so strong and influential that some 

Han-Taiwanese also learned the expressions. “They would say, ‘Ai~~,’ with us.” 

Despite acquiring indigenous pragmatic expressions, Mika thought Paiwan people 

would still see her as more Han-Taiwanese. At heart, she still felt more 

Han-Taiwanese. 

Mika joined the indigenous students club where indigenous peers surrounded 

Mika. In the indigenous student's club, Mika learned indigenous songs and dances of 

various groups, slowly deepening her indigenous identity. In 12th grade, she became 

the club president. During her leadership, Mika was isolated by some of the 

indigenous club’s members. One member mistakenly felt jealousy towards Mika over 

a student at a boy’s school. Afterwards, the club’s members bullied Mika, impacting 
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her a great deal.  

As she recalled, the bullying incidents happened twice. The first time, the 

members stood in front of the dorm entry and publicly dressed Mika down. The 

second time occurred when in the presence of her five roommates, who were neutral 

on the issue. Mika explained the incident vividly:  

 

“[ they] kicked opened the [my] room door, stood in a row, 

and scolded me, regardless of who is right or wrong [in the 

situation]. It hurt me very much because I would never treat 

people the way they treated me no matter how much I hate 

them.”  

 

Mika reflected on the incidents and her own, frank personality, as well as 

the immaturity common among people of high school age: 

 

“It is probably because of [us] being too young to deal 

with relationships properly… or also perhaps I was too 

straightforward [toward them].” 
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Such experiences affected her, mentally and physically. "It is a big shadow for 

me because I had put much effort and finally found my sense of belonging.” The club 

that first satisfied Mika's ethnic identity then excluded her. She locked herself up, 

avoided associating with people, fearing those bullies. The pressure and anxiety 

impacted her immune system, so her acne worsened. “I can only be myself in my 

dorm room.” Still, some of her juniors sided with Mika, and she developed long-term 

friendships with them.  

Mika made up her mind to stay away from indigenous related affairs after 

graduating from the school. She was motivated to live a better life than that of the 

people who bullied her. However, her poor experiences as a senior in high school did 

not challenge her indigenous identity, nor did it change her decision to return to live 

in New Tjuvecekadan: 

 

“It does not have anything negative to do with my 

indigenous identity, [I] just do not want to get involved in 

indigenous affairs, [because] it is horrible.” 

 

 Mika entered the Department of Translation and Interpretation Studies at Chang 

Jung Christian University in Tainan City and lived in the school dormitory. She was 

the only indigenous student in a class of over 30 people. Her classmates thought her 

indigenous background was special. No one in her class questioned her admission to 
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the program (with indigenous educational incentives — a 35% increase to her test 

score), nor did she feel treated as inferior by the rest of her classmates. None made 

jokes about her skin color. 

On the contrary, Mika excelled in the program. Her English was good, with a 

smooth sounding accent that did not betray her distinctive background. She was one 

of the few local students whose English sounded similar to that of the overseas 

Han-Taiwanese studying at Chang Jung Christian who had grown up in Australia, 

New Zealand, or other English-speaking countries. During college, she came to 

realize her indigenous identity in a predominantly Han-Taiwanese society, which she 

summed up in one sentence: 

 

 “When your merit spoke for itself and excelled among 

the Han-Taiwanese, they would forget that you were 

indigenous.”  

 

As graduation neared, Mika played the leading actress for both an English and 

a German stage play for her graduation project. 

During the year after leaving college, Mika worked multiple jobs in Taiwan. 

She then decided to further her education in the United Kingdom, entering a Master's 

degree program in Event Management at the University of Brighton. There, she met 

with many international students, triggering her need to know more about her own 
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culture. “[since] everyone is foreigner, everybody would ask about where you come 

from. People were curious about me as I talked about my background.” She realized 

her limited knowledge about her culture, not knowing how to answer questions from 

her international friends about her background.  

Mika began learning more about her own culture to explain to her friends. 

Mika found a cultural practice — Palisi, the tradition of Paiwan rituals that she 

practiced while involved in New Tjuvecekadan — played a crucial role. A majority of 

Paiwan have discontinued the tradition due to the shift from traditional religious 

practices to Christianity. However, Mika’s family continued to practice Palisi, and she 

also continued Palisi while at Brighton. Palisi was not only a religious practice for her 

but also a personal communication: 

 

“At that time [in the UK], I started to wonder why I have 

to keep having Palisi. People may pray to Jesus for help. 

[However], I'm not, I seemed to be talking to my vuvu- 

[ancestral spirits, grandparents, and people of grandparents’ 

generation]. [I] realized I am not far from the Paiwan people, 

not far away from my mother's culture, because my beliefs 

still have been based on [ the Paiwan] traditional religion. 

From then on, I would gradually think about my relationship 

with my community and my relationship with whom? 

[furthermore], my relationship with my mother.” 
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6.3 Why Returning New Tjuvecekadan?  

Even though she was physically away from New Tjuvecekadan and spent little 

time in her hometown, Mika’s connection to it was inherent. “New Tjuvecekadan is 

always a home for me, [however] there is just a level of liking, more or less.” 

Moreover, Mika's experience studying abroad in the United Kingdom was the basis 

that compelled her to understand more about her culture.  

She knew that her family’s responsibility to lead Paiwan traditional religious 

practices. The practices involved a vinqacan15 located in Mika’s house, all the 

traditional rituals take place there such as Masalut, and Maljeveq. With the chief as 

the host, and traditional faith practitioners pulingaw, and parakaljai would conduct 

rituals. People cannot move vinqacan to elsewhere. Mikal said “It was impossible to 

move the vinqacan to Chaozhou.” Mika gradually started to know the importance of 

traditional when she wrote a thesis so her master’s degree in Great Britain. 

Mika attributed her returning to New Tjuvecekadan to a dream she had while 

she lived in the United Kingdom. The dream was of a shiny hundred-pacer snake, the 

sacred animal of Paiwan culture, which slithered past her. She had not had a dream of 

that kind since her great-grandmother’s death, when Mika was in high school. Her 

great-grandmother was a pulingaw16, and also a chief. The dream conveyed a vision 

for Mika to return home to learn and do things in New Tjuvecekadan.  

 

	
15 House-shaped sacred site mainly for Paiwan traditional and religious rituals.  
16 Paiwan female traditional faith practitioner	
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“I think perhaps, my vuvu (great-grandmother) is telling 

me, now that you made it to a master's program and [taking 

a] master's degree, [after that] it is time to go home.” 

 

From the studies abroad and befriending so many international students in 

Great Britain, Mika realized she had a lot to learn about herself and her origins. Her 

then-boyfriend, now husband, encouraged her to return to Taiwan for more studies. 

She returned to New Tjuvecekadan immediately after her graduation. 

 

6.4 Before 2015 -- Participant Motivation for Tjuvecekadan 

Youth Project  

For more than two decades, until 2015, Mika identified strongly with her 

father’s village of Kuljaljau. The dream significantly shifted her sense of place 

identity to Tjuvecekadan. “At that time [2015], I strongly identified myself as a person 

from Tjuvecekadan”. Importantly, Mika was also the heiress, the second in line after 

her mother, to become the top chief for Tjuvecekadan. She knew her cultural and 

familial responsibilities were to New Tjuvecekadan. 

 

“At some point when I grew up, I used to worship foreign 

goods and ideas blindly. Meaning that I wanted to be a 
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foreigner, but it was not [necessary] that I liked foreign 

things; instead, I was trying to avoid my cultural and 

familial responsibility”. 

 

 Meanwhile, her senior high school experiences of being bullied influenced 

her a great deal. While at a loss as to how the bullies of her high school days might 

see her, Mika was ready to face her responsibilities and learn about her community, 

although she did not want to return home alone. Mika said, “[to a point, later] I 

always seemed not to know to whom to prove that I was good.” 

  A year before the project began, in 2015, she returned to New Tjuvecekadan. 

Several reporters from the local newspaper, Sofia, Sandra, Ricky, and Yusuf, 

approached Mika. They asked Mika to recount her story of returning home to New 

Tjuvecekadan. During the interview, Mika told them about the Ministry of Culture’s 

youth project, which had funds available to pay professional journalists to instruct 

locals on how to improve their news writing. At the time, Mika additionally wanted to 

make a film about Masalut if she got the funding. 

The local reporters seemed very positive about joining together with Mika on 

a plan to initiate the project. Thus, she wrote a project proposal and sent it in to the 

Ministry of Culture, which fortunately accepted it. While Mika does not remember 

much about the exact discussions with the local reporters, she is sure they discussed 

doing the project together. However, after the approval the reporters did not show any 

interest in joining with her on the project. Mika just thought of herself as being too 
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naïve and enthusiastic, and yet again she was left alone. 

Mika then began to look for other people who had similar life experiences to 

hers — young people from New Tjuvecekadan who had grown up, were educated, 

and lived away from New Tjuvecekadan. These were the so-called urban 

Tjuvecekadan youths. Mika first invited her younger brother, Gary. An acquaintance 

of both Mika and Gary, John, was also invited. Mika recalled she found me who was, 

at the time interested in doing things for New Tjuvecekadan. Masalut. She also 

invited two local youths, Grace and Yusuf, to help implement the project together. 

These became the core members for the 2015 project. The intent was to cultivate 

solidarity among the young people, socialize together, and ultimately organize a force 

to combat challenges facing New Tjuvecekadan. The project also planned to connect 

and create a relationship among the urban Tjuvecekadan youths. Mika also networked 

with other urban youths to increase her companions from beyond New Tjuvecekadan, 

and the group returned to the town together.  

 

 “... why do we not [Mika and the urban youths] go home 

together, no matter what we do, at least when you see 

someone you are familiar with [in New Tjuvecekadan] you 

will not feel lonely, [instead] you will [like to] settle down 

[there]” 
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6.5 Experience of the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project 2015-2016 

During her participation in the Tjuvecekadan Youth project, Mika learned that 

New Tjuvecekadan was not just her home but, like a transfer station, a place with a 

variety of people. Her accumulating participation in the project deepened Mika’s 

relationship with its other members and with New Tjuvecekadan. Mika elaborated on 

the meaning of “transfer station:” 

 

“New Tjuvecekadan is like a transfer station that seems to 

have inclusion [in people], such a transfer station needs 

different people to act together, but we need to slow down 

our pace, and live in this place [New Tjuvecekadan] first.” 

 

One activity during the project that especially impressed Mika was a session 

where Mika’s younger brother, Gary, designed a map of New Tjuvecekadan after 

discussions with other members over services and possible attractions within the town. 

He then reproduced the map in postcard form to provide tourists with local 

information before they traveled to the area’s main attractions, deep in the mountains: 

the slate stone house settlement — Tjuvecekadan — and local trails. The postcard 

information could encourage tourists to spend time in New Tjuvecekadan and 

promote local industry. When the New Tjuvecekadan map came out, Mika also 

learned the local specialties of Tjuvecekadan. 
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“I feel that there are so many places I have not been to in 

New Tjuvecekadan.  [Although] it [New Tjuvecekadan] is 

not big, nor do I have thought of trying to introduce it [New 

Tjuvecekadan] as a specific place to everyone.” 

 

Overall, Mika planned all the activities, sessions, and workshops during the 

project. Due to her age, as a senior among the members, she was not only a leader but 

also an “older sister” for other members. Over time, the project bonded the 

Tjuvecekadan youths together. 

 

“In that process of this [Tjuvecekadan Youth Project], we 

[project members and Mika] saw each other frequently. At 

the start, we did not have things to talk about. And then, until 

everyone added each other on Facebook, [and], or we 

invited each other to go out to eat, [and]. We discussed 

[things] together whether if we were going to make changes 

[in the future in New Tjuvecekadan]. We revealed our 

feelings. The process impressed me. It is an accumulation of 

emotions [with each other].” 
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 Mika expressed that probably the project was too new for the local young people. 

So, they were observant of the project activity, and sometimes, they did not catch up 

in some discussions in project activity. Urban youth and locals did things differently. 

Mika thought contributing factors included differences in education and efficacy. 

After finishing a session, the core members would usually gather together in either 

Mika's granduncle’s house or Mika's house. Mika and the other core members would 

chat about each other’s current lives, while some younger people, including Kevin 

and Michelle, would join them. 

Kevin was in town for his summer vacation during his gap year before entering 

junior high school. Michelle was also in town for her summer vacation before 

entering college. Mika thought at that time that these younger peoples seriously 

needed her. She felt they saw her as a “big sister,” and that she had to take care of 

them.  

Mika’s place identity gradually changed during her participation in the project. 

Initially, before the project, she identified herself as a person from New Tjuvecekadan. 

Later on, she developed a clearer and more specific identity as a person from 

Tjuvecekadan who lives in New Tjuvecekadan. However, she did not exclude those 

who were not the descendants of Tjuvecekadan. 

Mika also received positive feedback about the project from her 

Han-Taiwanese friends; her friends constantly follow the Facebook fan page of the 

project and liked the posts of project activities. 
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6.6 After the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project 2017 Onwards  

After the project, Mika developed a firmer relationship with New 

Tjuvecekadan. She felt it was natural, rather than an obligation, to return to New 

Tjuvecekadan. However, she also experienced the challenges of promoting activities 

in her hometown and wanted to slow her pace. Asked if there were any changes in her 

willingness to go back to New Tjuvecekadan after the project, she replied:  

 

“I think yes, I want to go back [to the New Tjuvecekadan] 

more, but it is not an issue of whether I want to go back. I 

used to go back for something [wedding, public affairs]. 

Now it seems to be a very common thing [to go back home].” 

 

Additionally, Mika’s relationships with her close relatives and friends helped 

sustained her ties to New Tjuvecekadan. Meanwhile, she learned how to deal with 

challenges within the community after the project, such as conflicts between 

individuals and within families. Mika began the project full of passion but since 2016 

has experienced obstacles with the local people.  

 

“[After the project], I wanted to take a break first. 

[However], the break did not mean that I did not want to 
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continue [the project] anymore. I felt like I had to slow my 

pace to view New Tjuvecekadan. At that time [during the 

project] New Tjuvecekadan was a place for an experiment, 

in which I first made myself accustomed to living here, not 

because I want to learn something, and [after being used to 

live there]. Then, I would want to do something in New 

Tjuvecekadan. I think that mentality is very different.”  

 

Despite the various difficulties — elaborated in “The Challenges of Returning 

to New Tjuvecekadan,” overall, Mika was positive about returning home, which 

further influenced her career choices. She would prioritize her work location to be as 

close as possible to New Tjuvecekadan.  

 

“I think Tainan should be the most northern part [ of 

Taiwan I would like to live]. I cannot go further north 

anymore because it [the location] will affect many things I 

want to do next. It is as if [my life] would naturally connect 

with the youths or [New Tjuvecekadan] community 

development.” 

 

Mika observed that some parents of the local young people in New 
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Tjuvecekadan were entirely at ease with having their children participate in the 

project, and those children would share what they learned with the parents. However, 

the parents of children who were not involved in the project thought that the project 

team was exclusive. Nonetheless, the project has bettered the relationship between 

certain local and urban young people. However, after the project, Mika did not have 

many opportunities to get together with the local youths but they continued to identify 

with each other and stayed connected via Line.  

For Mika, New Tjuvecekadan was initially a place unfamiliar to her, but she 

was determined to return, understand it, and develop a connection. Then, as in the 

process of the project, she connected with the people and learned the local issues, 

New Tjuvecekadan became more of a home for her. Finally, Mika developed a 

profound relationship with New Tjuvecekadan. She made a metaphor of her 

relationship with New Tjuvecekadan as being a friendship: 

 

“The whole community, to me, is as an interpersonal 

relationship that we [Mika and New Tjuvecekadan] are 

friends; we quarrel and give silent treatments to each other. 

However, we help each other.” 

 

During 2017-2018, some local young people who were not involved in the 

original 2015-2016 project, including Gail, William, Helen, and Shawn, gathered 
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together in the Little White House17 almost every weekend, playing guitar, 

barbecuing, singing karaoke, and spending regular time together. Mika felt these 

young sisters and brothers needed her for real; at the same time, she appreciated her 

connection with them. The young people had a Line chat group that included Mika. 

Those young “sisters” and “brothers” would sometimes ask Mika for an individual 

guidance talk to discuss their current life struggles or anything else they wanted to 

share with her. Mika felt she was no longer awkward when bumping into them in 

New Tjuvecekadan, as with time, they came to know each other better. Mika was so 

familiar with them that she felt natural when just “shooting the breeze” with them. 

Furthermore, Mika’s connection with New Tjuvecekadan, along with its 

young people, motivated her to initiate a five-year plan with specific focus on young 

people – the decedents of Tjuvecekadan. She thought she and the young people 

should care for the future development of Tjuvecekadan, owing to its status as a 

potential world heritage site. She also felt young people needed to understand and 

work collectively for Tjuvecekadan, and about the many issues facing the local 

people. 

Additionally, she clarified that she identified as a Tjuvecekadan youth 

currently living in New Tjuvecekadan, this did not mean that she would care less for 

the affairs in New Tjuvecekadan. On the contrary, for Mika, New Tjuvecekadan 

enabled the youths of Tjuvecekadan to do things for Tjuvecekadan. 

At the end, Mika came to understand a warning her mother gave her during 
	

17 Nickname of Mika’s home in New Tjuvecekadan. The young people named the house due to the 
color of the house being predominantly white. 
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the project. Early on, Mika did not quite understand what her mother said. The 

mother asked Mika to focus on connecting young people to the family because other 

people would not thank Mika for initiating the project; instead, some would abuse 

her. The mother told Mika: 

 

“To be careful with your open eyes and what you have to 

do is to tell the young people about their relationship with 

the family, and gain their recognition, that is it. If there were 

only one young person who identifies with the family, you 

would still have to go on with the project.” 

 

6.7 The Challenges of Returning to New Tjuvecekadan  

Mika pointed out the identity issues within New Tjuvecekadan — that people 

could not limit how other people think or correct other people's sense of family 

belonging. Even though 70 to 80% of the population originating from Tjuvecekadan 

came from Mika’s family, people’s identities no longer depended on such genealogy. 

Instead, they depended on the social relationships surrounding each family. As people 

from different communities intermarried, familial lines to their origin — Mika’s 

Family — blurred. 

For example, one person in New Tjuvecekadan provoked Mika by saying that 

Mika’s family did not have people to support. Ironically, that someone was from 
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within Mika’s family. Such a phenomenon resolved Mika to reconnect with family 

members in Taitung, who share the same family name, and to visit them within the 

next two years (2020-2022). 

Also, Cooper, a scholar of indigenous culture, has repeatedly criticized Mika's 

family, whether implicitly or explicitly, for its public affairs. One time at a Masalut 

after-party (Mika could not recall which one) she attended with several other people, 

all eating and drinking together, Cooper began talking in an ironic tone to Joan, a 

urban youth, heiress of one of the Tjuvecekadan chief, about a topic that was heavily 

related to Mika's family. Mika was there at the party as well. After listening to Cooper 

for a while, Joan looked at Mika and directly said to Mika, "Is Cooper talking about 

you? What is his intention in talking to me like that?”   

Cooper criticized Mika’s family’s chiefly position. This did not bother Mika 

much because it was common for people to have differing identities. What concerned 

Mika was that she felt Cooper might use his knowledge about Paiwan culture to 

mislead people and distort Mika’s family history for his own purposes: “Cooper may 

turn himself into a cultural justice warrior.18” 

Mika encountered other internal challenges with people from Tjuvecekadan 

and other, non-Tjuvecekadan, groups residing in New Tjuvecekadan. Such difficulties 

revolved around, firstly, resource allocation for New Tjuvecekadan assigned by the 

Taiwan government. Secondly, political elections introduced to the local society 

	
18 The term, cultural justice warrior, is derived from the term social justice warrior (SJW). A cultural 
justice warrior carries negative implications referring to people who pursue personal validation with 
their interpretation of a local culture they learned from books rather than considering local people's 
perspectives and cultural variations. 
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caused dissension among people. Thirdly, competition for family reputations among 

some families caused friction between the people. Fourthly, lack of job opportunities. 

Fifthly, the burden of Mika's hereditary position as the first heiress in line to a 

chieftain of Tjuvecekadan. Despite all these negative factors that would push young 

people away, overall, New Tjuvecekadan is a cohesive community for Mika.  

According to Mika, the situations mentioned above brought damage to the 

Paiwan traditional order and young people’s identity: 

 

“The accumulations of such [situations] have resulted in a 

gradual disintegration of the order of the Paiwan people...., 

young people like me who have not yet developed a firm 

connection with the community would be floating in their 

identification.” 

 

Furthermore, there are challenges passed down by the last generation to young 

people: 

 

“I think it [the situations] is the last thing I want to see. It 

is frustrating to know young people who are learning culture; 

however, [some elders] were affecting the youths for their 
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own interests, therefore influencing the youths' momentum to 

learn the culture. Let us not talk about whether this culture is 

what we said is "right." [However], when seeing the people 

[elders] around you arguing, why do you want to be there 

[with them] all the time?” 

 

Moreover, Mika recognized the lack of job availability in New Tjuvecekadan 

had led to the outflow of young people. However, Mika said, 

 

“There are too few opportunities, but it does not mean 

there is no opportunity [in New Tjuvecekadan]. Because I 

actually see some opportunities but are the young people 

brave enough to come back directly? No, so the economic 

development of the community [New Tjuvecekadan] is also a 

pushing force causing young people to move out.” 

 

Lastly, Mika's position as the heiress of one of the chiefly families in New 

Tjuvecekadan is, according to her, a position she cannot avoid. Mika felt less stressed 

when she was with her father's family in Kuljaljau, where the family is commoner. 

When in New Tjuvecekadan, Mika felt pressured to conduct herself properly to fit the 

local people's expectations, which are sometimes challenging for her. 
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6.8 Parents’ Role in Terms of Indigenous Culture  

Mika’s parents were knowledgeable about Paiwan culture; however, Mika 

didn’t wish to learn more until she was admitted to a graduate school in the United 

Kingdom. Before graduate school, partly due to Mika's rebellious personality and 

partly to her life experiences, she considered that Paiwan culture caused her family's 

disfunction.   

Mika’s mentality on parents and indigenous culture was somewhat ambivalent. 

On the one hand, Mika's father is a scholar in Paiwan language and culture, knows a 

great deal of Paiwan knowledge, and has also been a high school English teacher. 

 

“I know I have an awesome dad, who is also studying 

[Paiwan culture]. However, when he wants to teach me, I 

will reject it...Not just [in the case of Paiwan culture], my 

Dad also teaches English. Therefore, I was holding English 

against myself for a while. Because I feel that there is an 

idea that I have to be good at what my father is good at as 

well. I was not that interested [in that idea], probably I might 

be rebellious at that time.” 

 

 Her mother, as chief, was often not at home, being engaged with several 

Paiwan culturally related rituals and activities and busy with community affairs.  
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As for Mika’s mother, “[when I was ten my grandfather 

passed away], my mom had to consolidate the family, so she 

was not at home [when I need her], then the fact that she 

was not at home was very unforgiving for me when I was 

growing up. At the same time, I was really negating [Paiwan] 

culture. It was the culture that caused my family malfunction. 

[However,] my home is not broken. I just feel like I have not 

seen my mother, she came back home late, and my Dad 

worked hard to bring me up.” 

 

Moreover, Mika was also not happy that her parents had enrolled her in an 

urban elementary school rather than the local, New Tjuvecekadan school. However, 

as Mika grew up, she gradually came to understand why, due to her parents' 

circumstances, they decided to have her educated in a city. After Mika was admitted 

to her Master's program, she decided to write a thesis about Paiwan culture and do 

fieldwork in New Tjuvecekadan. The study was about conflicts of the Maljeveq, a 

Paiwan ritual that takes place once every five years. During her fieldwork, Mika 

began to understand her mother’s efforts to unite the family and her mother’s 

relationship with New Tjuvecekadan. Due to her position as chief, her mother could 

not bear to part from New Tjuvecekadan. Eventually, Mika came to appreciate her 

family and decided to connect with people in New Tjuvecekadan. 
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6.9 Primogeniture in New Tjuvecekadan 

Mika is the firstborn of her family and the first heiress in line for the chieftain 

of Tjuvecekadan. Hence, from a young age, Mika’s family always reminded her of her 

responsibilities, both as a firstborn and as a chief. Furthermore, she knew the 

firstborn’s roles concerning property distribution, conduct, and relationships with her 

younger siblings.   

 

“When I was little, I knew how my mom would allocate 

the family's traditional Paiwan attire. I also knew how my 

mom would allocate the family house [property]. [my mom] 

told me some concepts [of being the firstborn], not just in the 

sense of distributing inheritance. She told me that the house 

belongs to the older sister [Mika], the older sister should 

unconditionally share the house with the younger brothers. 

Something [Paiwan traditional attire] should be kept in the 

house. However, the younger brothers can unconditionally 

borrow the attire from the older sister [Mika]. [whereas] the 

younger brothers should return the cleaned attire to the 

house.” 

 

 Mika’s family told her that she should maintain a good relationship with her 
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younger siblings, in the sense that the younger siblings should always help the Vusam. 

 

“No matter how stupid or whatever the older sister [Mika] 

could be, the younger brothers should always help the older 

sister [Mika]. This is what I was told at a young age.” 

 

Moreover, Mika, as the future chief living away from New Tjuvecekadan, 

realized a need to reconnect with her family members in town.  

Since Mika is the Vusam19, her future Vusam child, whether boy or a girl, will 

become the heir or heiress to the chieftain. Currently, Mika prefers a male Vusam as 

the future heir to her family. However, she may change her perspectives as the 

circumstances change for her family. She listed the obstacles a female Vusam may 

face in a society that is highly influenced by Han-Taiwanese culture. 

A Vusam girl may have a limited selection for partner. She may not be able to 

choose whom she loves because many Paiwan young men may not accept a matrilocal 

residence; many young Paiwan men do not grow up in a Paiwan context. In 

Han-Taiwanese society, the matrilocal residence carries negative implications, and a 

man is considered incompetent and inferior if he marries into his wife’s household. At 

the same time, he may face judgments from mainstream society. Therefore, some 

young Paiwan men may limit themselves in terms of their choice of partner.   

	
19	 The firstborn child in a family 
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A chief needs to have both feminine and masculine characteristics to 

consolidate the family. It is challenging for a female Vusam to have masculine 

qualities due to the physical differences and the Paiwan norm. For example, a Vusam 

girl cannot go to the mountain to hunt. 

 

“I think in New Tjuvecekadan, males seem to have more 

access to some core affairs. Because I am a Vusam girl, I do 

not understand the situation. I am not involved in this.” 

 

“I currently think that it is better if I were a male heir in 

my time because a male heir may be able to do more things. 

Also, I think what we lack most at home is a strong male as a 

representative. [However,] I would change my perspective if 

a strong male representative appeared in my family.” 

 

6.10 Significance of Tjuvecekadan – the slate stone house 

settlement  

Before she entered the Master’s program in the United Kingdom, Mika had 

only been to her granduncle’s farmhouse, which was next to a stream below a valley 

that leads to Tjuvecekadan. The farmhouse was later destroyed due to a typhoon. It 
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was as close to Tjuvecekadan as she had ventured. She knew about Tjuvecekadan 

when she was in college. 

When Mika returned from the United Kingdom, she visited Tjuvecekadan for 

the first time for her master’s thesis, writing on the culture, conflict, and changes in 

the Maljeveq in the old town. Her mother accompanied her there. Mika thought the 

old town was ancient and sacred, but unfamiliar to her.   

 Later, during the project and after the renovation of her family’s slate stone 

house in Tjuvecekadan, she returned to the old town twice. Mika already considered 

Tjuvecekadan to be her home, and she slowly established a connection with the town, 

suggesting this was like fixing a relationship. Mika thought she had a natural linkage 

to Tjuvecekadan, which went beyond her inherent position as a future chief in 

Tjuvecekadan. 

 

“I need to be honest; this [Tjuvecekadan] is a place I need 

to be responsible for. It is a special saying, but my intuition 

tells me where I have the responsibility, not because it is my 

home.” 

 

According to Mika, her mission in Tjuvecekadan contains the development, 

rituals, and culture of Tjuvecekadan. 
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6.11 Significance of New Tjuvecekadan  

 

“I feel New Tjuvecekadan is more like a home to me than 

the home in Chaozhou. Chaozhou is a place I used to live 

and leave afterward.” 

 

The contributing factor for such a personal change in identity had something 

to do with her mentality of defining a place where she had a sense of belonging.  

Mika also found a difference in the functions of her homes in New Tjuvecekadan and 

Chaozhou. Mika is from a chief’s family, so traditional rituals and ceremonies take 

place in New Tjuvecekadan. Also, many people visit her home there, whereas the 

house in Chaozhou is mostly only for family use. Mika expressed the meaning of the 

home in New Tjuvecekadan: “My mother said, the first floor of the house belongs to 

other people (public), and the second floor and above is for private use.” Mika has a 

different interpretation from her mother of the home in terms of its public position.  

 

“My personality is different from that of my mom. My 

mom thinks that the home is like a presidential office because 

my mom is more authoritarian than me. However, I think it is 

a place for exchanges for everyone just like an embassy. A 

presidential office seems to have limitations for people to 
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access. Those who do not meet the criteria for the 

presidential office cannot enter the house. It is a general 

idea for a chief's house as a presidential office for people of 

my mother's generation.” 

 

For Mika, New Tjuvecekadan is where she has to fulfill her mission as the 

chief of Tjuvecekadan. The mission is her fate, and also her limitation, with the 

purpose to safeguard the dignity of the people of Tjuvecekadan — the culture of 

Tjuvecekadan. However, she also recognizes the dynamics of culture and variation of 

it. 

 

“Dignity has various aspects. I think the essence of culture 

is dynamic, but it does not mean that we have to lose all the 

culture [values]. Instead, it evolves into a new culture or a 

new self-identity. However, when you are chief, you have to 

keep the values that inherently belonged to your community 

and let the values continue.” 

 

To continue the culture, understanding the history of Tjuvecekadan and 

continuing Paiwan traditional religious practices are essential parts of her mission. 

Palisi includes rituals of agriculture, life, Masalut, Maljeveq and more. Mika’s life is 
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deeply connected to Palisi, as she has gone through all the Palisi life rituals since she 

was born. 

 

“My life is very much related to Palisi. Sometimes a Palisi 

is for asking a blessing [from ancestral spirits]. Sometimes it 

is to build a connection [between people and ancestral 

spirit]. There are too many palisis in my family, so I received 

blessings all the time. My family will be protected by spirits, 

which means that there are many spirits at home. Some 

Palisi may not be directly related to my family. However, I 

will have a Palisi as well. Palisi is a part of my daily life.” 

 

Palisi can unfold the intangible Paiwan philosophy; for example, there are 

various Palisis to practice before building a slate stone house. However, the 

predominant religion in Paiwan society is Christianity, and for a Christian family, 

such a ceremony can be reduced to one Christian prayer.  

Moreover, Mika also pointed to the influence of Han-Taiwanese culture in the 

community as Confucian and patriarchal. Some people in her family referred to the 

Chinese lunar calendar to decide Mika's wedding date. In a funeral, some people 

check the date on the lunar calendar to determine the burial date. 
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CHAPTER 7. GARY’S STORY  

	

7.1 Growing Up 

Gary is the youngest child in his family with one other sister in the one older 

brother. Gary’s mother is the top chief among the other three chiefs of Tjuvecekadan. 

Gary went to elementary school, and junior high school in Chaozhou Township then 

moved to Kaohsiung for his high school. After graduation, he initially went to 

Hsinchu City for the Interdisciplinary Program of Humanities and Social Science at 

National Tsing Hua University. After one semester of study, Gary transferred to the 

Department of Geography at National Kaohsiung Normal University. Gary referred to 

urban districts with a predominately non-indigenous population as The Flatlands, as 

he said, “[I] received [my] education from [elementary school] to college in The 

Flatlands.”  

He conveyed that his parents’ occupations enabled the family to live in a city 

financially. His father is a retired high school English teacher. His mother is a nurse 

working in a district office. Gary said, “Due to my parent’ jobs as civil servants, I had 

better living conditions and educational resources than other kids in town [New 

Tjuvecekadan].” 

 He spent most of his childhood in The Flatlands. Before his birth, Gary’s 

grandparents, who lived in New Tjuvecekadan, passed away, so he rarely returned to 

New Tjuvecekadan. He went back only for festivals and local events that needed his 

family’s participation. The time spent in New Tjuvecekadan was to fulfill the family 

obligation. Additionally, he was not familiar with most of his relatives except those 
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who were firmly related to his family, aunt, uncle, and cousin, whom he would meet 

in town. Therefore, Gary said, “[I] did not have much connection with the community 

[New Tjuvecekadan], until participating in the project [Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Project].” 

 

7.2 Indigenous Identity  

Gary had had a steady indigenous identity since when he was young. When he 

was in elementary school and junior high school in Chaozhou, in a classroom of about 

40 people, there were nearly six indigenous students among the predominately 

Han-Taiwanese students. The indigenous students were mostly Paiwan from the 

neighboring townships, of Laiyi and Taiwu. He hung out with indigenous as well as 

Han-Taiwanese classmates. As Gary recalled that half of his close friends were 

indigenous, and half were Han-Taiwanese. He also felt that being around with 

indigenous students would keep him in the loop with indigenous townships as his 

indigenous classmates would share things happening in their communities with Gary. 

But Gary was not interested in indigenous issues and affairs of his community, as 

Gary said, “I really did not care for those (indigenous issues) when I was a kid”. He 

learned a special expression, “ai~~20”, from his indigenous peers. 

However, throughout his schooling experiences, there was a perception harbored 

by the Han-Taiwanese students on indigenous that the indigenous students were poor 

in academic performance. Gary was indigenous and had a competitive personality. He 

went a great length to excel in his Han-Taiwanese classmates to prove that people's 

	
20 An expression to express exclamation and amusement at the punchline of a joke or used it whenever 
to suggest something funny. 
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ethnicity does not define their academic achievement and also to overturn the 

inaccurate label on indigenous students. And he did well academically. Gary was in a 

specialized class in junior high school – the one with better academic performance 

and a higher prospect for getting into one of the top senior high schools in Kaohsiung. 

Although he was not among the top students in his class, he did relatively well 

compare to students outside his class. He was usually ranked the top 100 among the 

total number of students, about 320 people. Nevertheless, he felt pressure to do well 

in grades throughout his schooling. Sometimes he felt frustrated whenever he did not 

do as well as he expected. 

After he graduated junior high school, Gary moved to Kaohsiung City 

admitting into the Affiliated Senior High School of National Kaohsiung Normal 

University, a more competitive school. According to Gary, one should be within the 

top 3% (PR97) among all the exam takers to get into the school. However, Gary’s 

original scores did not meet with the school’s minimum requirement. After a 35% 

addition to his scores from the indigenous educational incentives, Gary could meet the 

minimum score requirement and got into the school. Since the school did not have a 

dormitory, he started to live alone in a suite and take care of himself from then on. 

The workload and exams were a far cry from those in junior high school. In terms of 

his classmates, Gary had 32 people in his class in his first year. Thirty of them were 

Han-Taiwanese. Gary only had one indigenous classmate, who was from a different 

indigenous group, the Kanakanavu people from the mountain area of Kaohsiung City. 

Gary’s school life had a tremendous workload and pressure, especially in the subject 

of the trigonometric functions of mathematics and English. Both the subjects were too 
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difficult for Gary to catch up. He was ranked quite badly when he was in 10th grade. 

“I was usually ranked the fifth (or more) from the bottom, and they (the classmates) 

did so well [they were] just like geniuses,” Gary said. Gary felt lonely at that time, on 

the one hand, mainly due to the school pressure. On the other hand, he was the only 

Paiwan student in his class. He thought Paiwan peers could understand him more and 

would have a fun time together, just like when he was in elementary and junior high 

school back in Pingtung county. And he missed being in a context where people using 

ai~~ a great deal with his indigenous classmates back in elementary and junior high 

school. His senior high school classmates did not use ai~~. The Han-Taiwanese 

classmates did not understand Gary the way, his Paiwan peers did. 

As Gary slowly adapted to the workload in school, he integrated with people in 

the class. Things got better for him after the 10th grade. Gary thought his classmates' 

attitude towards him had helped him a great deal in getting through a tough time in 

school.  

 

“My high school classmates treated me so kind. When I 

was in 10th grade, my academic performances were [bad], 

and I was not confident in class. And they [classmates] 

would say to me ‘do not worry, we would not treat you 

differently than other people even if you got in here with the 

incentive, because we are all classmates.’ I feel so right 

about that [what they said].” 
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Gary would have suffered from the harsh environment in school if there were no 

kind classmates around him. “Some of my classmates would [even] invite me for a 

meal in their home.”  

 After finishing high school, Gary got into the Interdisciplinary Program of 

Humanities and Social Science at National Tsing Hua University in Hsinchu City. He 

spent one semester before transferring to another college. He was the only indigenous 

students in the class. Gary felt that some of his classmates discriminated against him. 

They thought that Gary got into the program only with the educational incentives, not 

with his own merits, and took slots from other people. However, according to Gary, 

what they said was untruthful.  

Gary remembered one time during a class. One of his classmates asked the 

professor why the indigenous students had an educational incentive? Such a question 

was directed at Gary since he was the only indigenous student. Some other students 

chimed in with the classmate who raised the question. However, Gary forgot the 

professor’s response. Gary felt awkward meanwhile wondered why people of 

humanities and social science majors would ask such a senseless question.  

Gary was the best runner among his classmates, he remembered one time in the 

Schools Sports game, competed in a race, but did not perform well because of 

sickness. The classmate who asked the senseless question in class was in the same 

race team. The classmate asked Gary with a sarcastic that “Did not all indigenous run 

fast?” Gary was taken aback by such stereotypical questions about indigenous people, 

and he did not confront the teammate. Gary felt highly insulted. 

Additionally, John did not like northerners’ personality, and the majority of his 
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classmates were from Northern Taiwan accounted for three-fourths of all the students 

in his class. 

 

“I just did not like the Hsinchu give off because most of 

my classmates were from the north. They were cold and 

fake... We southerners clipped together.” 

 

John did not remember if he received other stereotypical prejudice of indigenous 

people, such as dark skin and a good singer. 

Gary did not experience a particular physical assault from his peers. Instead, he 

received some verbal hostility from a few of his classmates about two or three people. 

After a semester in the program, Gary found that the program was not suited for him.  

Because, firstly, he was worried about the job prospects after graduating from 

the program. Secondly, the education of the program did not meet his expectation. 

Thirdly, some classmates’ attitudes towards him were with stereotypes on indigenous 

peoples, which he felt uncomfortable. Fourthly, John had a hard time adapting some 

northerner's way of communication. 

Hence, he decided to transfer to the Department of Geography at National 

Kaohsiung Normal University, hoping to become a high school geography teacher. 

Gary recalled that no one discriminated against him for his admission with incentive. 

All of his classmates were Han-Taiwanese. However, sometimes his classmates 

would make jokes about his dark skin and expressed the stereotype that all the 

indigenous people are good singers. But he was not bothered. 
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 Moreover, Gary learned the concept of culture in various classes related to 

human geography in college, which further compelled him to discover his own culture 

– the Paiwan culture. At that time, the idea of returning to New Tjuvecekadan to 

apply the skills he learned in school to serve the community and learn the local 

culture took root in Gary. Gary’s schooling journey expressed that the higher the 

educational level he got, the lonelier he felt. Because there were fewer and fewer 

indigenous peers around him, he also conveyed a feeling and a sense of connection he 

would only get when socializing with indigenous classmates. 

  

Gary stated that “Yes, there were quite a few [indigenous 

classmates] in my elementary and junior high school. And 

very few [indigenous classmates] in senior high school, and 

even fewer in college. I just felt that indigenous peoples have 

a better understanding of their kind. But I did not see an 

indigenous classmate nearing the end of my pursuit of 

education. I felt I lacked something [along the way]. 

Sometimes my Han-Taiwanese classmates could not get my 

feelings from deep down.”  

 

To sum up, so far in Gary’s life, there has not yet a moment when he felt a 

particular need to identify with his indigenous background. He had had a 

long-established indigenous identity already since when he was a kid. However, after 

he learned the concept of culture during his undergrad classes in geography, Gary felt 
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compelled to learn the Paiwan culture and contribute to New Tjuvecekadan with skills 

he learned from school.  

 

7.3 Why Returning to New Tjuvecekadan? 

Gary has listed three reasons as to his motivation to go back to New 

Tjuvecekadan. Firstly, Gary’s family is one of the chief families of Tjuvecekadan, so 

for Gary, as he said, “It’s a mission for a chief family to continue engaging in 

community affairs.” The other words, the chief family cannot leave other people in 

the community behind. Furthermore, continuing and hosting Paiwan traditional 

religious practices was the Chief family’s mission. There is a vinqacan21. Several 

rituals take place in Gary’s house such as Masalut and Maljeveq 

 New Tjuvecekadan traditional religious followers believe the vinqacan is the 

religious center for people of Tjuvecekadan, and the sacred site could not be moved. 

And it is the chief family’s mission to protect the vinqacan.  

 Secondly, Gary went back to New Tjuvecekadan for participating in the 

Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, and all of the events, activities took place in New 

Tjuvecekadan. Additionally, the project required time spending and associating with 

the local people in New Tjuvecekadan, such as workshops.  

Thirdly, on the contrary of his family mission, Gary has a personal 

reason. 

 

	
21 Paiwan house-shaped sacred site mainly for traditional and religious rituals. 
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As he said, “As a child of the community, I have a 

mission to serve the community [New Tjuvecekadan]. Ever 

since I got to understand more of my background, and I 

found my sense of belonging to [New Tjuvecekadan], I 

realize that I should contribute to my community with better 

my community.”  

 

7.4 Before 2015--Participant Motivation for Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Project  

According to Gary, he considers that indigenous peoples who grew up outside of 

their indigenous communities to some points, all share a belief to serve their 

communities for its betterment. And the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project enables Gary to 

serve his community directly with what he learned in school. Therefore, Gary’s 

primary motivation to participate in the project was to help New Tjuvecekadan. Gary 

also believed the inflow of urban indigenous youths into their indigenous 

communities could bring the communities with empowerment through which they 

take place with their hometowns. 

 

7.5 Experience of Tjuvecekadan Youth Project 2015-2016  

He was shy interacting with the local young people at the start of the project 

because he did not know many people. 

Of all the project activities Gary joined, he thought the sharing session in the 

New Tjuvecekadan Social Welfare Center was the one he could relate to the most. He 
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was able to share with the local participants about his childhood experiences. Most of 

the local participators were junior and senior high school students. It was the first time 

for Gary to speak so much to the local people in his hometown. 

He shared his stories of being brought up outside New Tjuvecekadan, and his 

ideas about New Tjuvecekadan as he grew up. The content revolved around his 

journey back home and how his life experiences have shifted from living away from 

his hometown to feeling a need to connect with New Tjuvecekadan. Gary wanted to 

communicate with the local young people. 

Although Gary did not recall any feedback from the sharing session, everyone 

focused on listening to his sharing, which Gary appreciated. Gary thought that sharing 

was essential to him. If without the sharing session, the local young people would 

never know young people's life experiences in urban areas and their New 

Tjuvecekadan identification process. For Gary, the sharing session improved the 

understanding to some extent between the local youths and urban youths. However, 

Gary thought that the sharing session might not be as effective as he had expected 

because most of the listeners were too young to relate to Gary's story. A majority of 

the participants were teenagers, lived in New Tjuvecekadan, going to local schools. 

They may forget soon about Gary’s experience. Instead, young people in the 

college-age may associate more with Gary’s experiences since they needed to leave 

New Tjuvecekadan for college. They would have more interactions with 

Han-Taiwanese in an urban area. 

Gary organized the Youth Forum with both local and urban young people, Kevin, 

Michelle, and Yusuf at the New Tjuvecekadan Social Welfare Center. At first, Gary 
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thought they prepared too much food for the forum, and he anticipated many people 

to show up for the forum. Before the forum started, my friend called me that she was 

taking a group of indigenous college students about 40 people touring around 

Pingtung, and the friend wanted to take them to participate in the Youth Forum. The 

indigenous students were from an indigenous students’ club in Taichung city. To 

Gary’s surprise, over 50 people were sitting in for the forum, including ten local 

people in the 40 something college students.  

 Meanwhile, Gary understood New Tjuvecekadan better by designing a postcard 

with the local young people for a project activity, which showed the attractions and 

services available in the town. 

However, during the process of the project, he also realized that people who 

were not descendants of Tjuvecekadan emphasized their distinctions, which Gary had 

not expected. During the project, Gary was unaware of the intensity of divisions 

among subgroups within New Tjuvecekadan. The division among local people was 

based on their ancestral communities. Gary just wanted to connect with all the local 

young people and do things beneficial for the community. However, young people's 

various identities had manifested in their attitudes. 

Additionally, Gary had to be mindful of certain family’s feelings when 

conducting the project activity since not all family had a benign attitude towards the 

people in the project. When all the project members had a meeting, Yusuf did not 

share his opinions with us, just sitting there. And he was not active enough in the 

project.  
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“When we were doing something, some local young 

people [Yusuf] would mention his identity as a descendant of 

Ralekeleke.” 

 

Local people had different mindsets during the project. A majority 

of them were asked not active as other urban Tjuvecekadan young 

people.  

 

“It was still a bit difficult to work with certain local 

people. They had a different idea and way of doing things. 

(with passive attitudes)” 

 

Gary also experienced a different identity between urban and local people young. 

Those who grew up in New Tjuvecekadan considered urban indigenous youths as 

outsiders. Although some of the urban young people, like Gary’s family, has a 

traditional position (the chief family) in the community.  

Additionally, Gary thought that John and I shared a similar background with him; 

they understood the bitter and sweet experiences studying outside of New 

Tjuvecekadan. 

As for informal gatherings taking place after the activity of the project, usually in 

either Gary’s granduncle’s house or Gary’s house, Gary got together mainly with 

Mika, Yusuf, me, and a teenager such as David, they relaxed and chitchatted. David 

liked to show his dance skill to them. They had great laughs together. 
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Additionally, some teenagers passed by would come and join their gatherings. At 

that time, Gary was a geography intern teacher in a top junior high school in 

Kaohsiung, where a lot of students, after graduation, went to a top senior high school. 

Additionally, Gary had an idea to contribute his professional skills to his community 

by teaching Kevin, who was a 13th grader in junior high school. Gary found it 

challenging to teach David. Firstly, David could not stay focus and was not active in 

learning geography. Sometimes, the class would turn into a chatting. Secondly, David 

asked some basic questions that were deemed common sense. From his teaching 

experiences, Gary observed a considerable gap in geographical knowledge between 

urban students and local ones.  

Gary remembered one time during a geography class with David. David said his 

English was much better than geography, and geography was too difficult. However, 

the English David learned were mostly swearwords, and David shared a lot of 

swearword to Gary. Gary thought he was funny. Overall, Gary had a better 

connection with them than the local ones. Gary knew John before the project. 

Gary’s Han-Taiwanese friends from high school and college thought the project 

was good because they thought Gary was contributing something to his community. 

The friends also followed the Facebook fan page and liked a lot of project posts. 

Overall, Gary got positive feedbacks from them, and they also constantly asked Gary 

about the project.  
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7.6 After the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, 2017 onwards  

 After the project, Gary has contemplated what he learned in this one-year-long 

journey in New Tjuvecekadan.  

 Firstly, on a personal level, through participating in various activities in the 

projects and local events, Gary understood challenges facing New Tjuvecekadan 

when it comes to promoting the local affairs.  

One of the biggest disadvantages was the outflow of young populations and a 

low rate of local young people’s participation in the project. Most of the local 

participants were either in elementary school, junior high school, very few senior high 

school students, and almost no college student. In general, local people did not have a 

shared awareness of young people returning home and doing things together with 

young people for mutual empowerment.  

Gary used to identify with Chaozhou Township, where he was brought up. 

Meanwhile had connections with Kuljaljau, his father’s hometown, where Gary 

visited more than he did in New Tjuvecekadan from a young age. However, after 

participating in the project, Gary has developed a sense of belonging to New 

Tjuvecekadan and recognized his mission in New Tjuvecekadan as a member of the 

chief family. He gradually understood that the chief family could not avoid 

participating in some affairs, like traditional Paiwan rituals. 

Secondly, on the community level, Gary related that the project had attracted 

urban and local youths to get involved in local affairs. He noticed an increasing 

number of young people participating in local activities, such as the Masalut – the 

annual Paiwan millet harvesting festival. The growing community solidarity has 
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manifested in local events, which Gary did not expect as the outcome of the project.  

Although some of the urban young people did not participate in the project, they 

followed the activity promotional posts during the project. The project was effectively 

attracting them to care for local affairs.  

After the project ended in 2016, Gary continuously spent one year for the 

military substitute service based in New Tjuvecekadan. There was a group of young 

people although they were not active in participating in the project, they would gather 

in Gary’s house regularly, and spent time together, chatting, playing the guitar, 

drinking, sometimes even barbecuing. The group of young people ages ranging from 

teenagers to 20 something, and they nicknamed Gary’s house as the little white house.  

At that time, about eight young people who regularly gathered in Gary’s house, 

most of them were younger than Gary. Gary felt that his home was a public place, and 

at the same time started to know better those young people. Sometimes he would join 

them. However, Gary did not enjoy drinking, and would sometimes do his things in 

his room while the young gathered in his house. 

However, there was a particular person of the little white house group, later left 

for another group made up of locally raised young people. The local group created a 

clique and tried to isolate the little white house group. Gary even heard rumors that 

the local group suspected that the little white house young people were plotting 

against them. Gary found such cliques were annoying because older generations of 

New Tjuvecekadan were already cliquey. Making cliques was not something young 

people should learn from their older generation. 
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Also, Gary conveyed that, without knowing why that Yusuf had grown apart 

from Gary’s family. Yusuf had continually emphasized his identity as Ralekeleke 

instead of Tjuvecekadan. Yusuf did not participate in the little white house group; he 

was in the local young people’s group. Gary felt Yusuf’s aversion towards the little 

white house group on a birthday occasion. People celebrated some of the young 

person’s birthday in Gary's house, then Yusuf brought along a young person, and they 

came to the party with despising attitudes. As the celebration grew louder, both Yusuf 

and the young person he brought along said “psycho!” to the ones making noise in 

Gary’s presence, and then, Yusuf and the young person went away. 

Gary noticed that if without activities, and the Masalut, New Tjuvecekadan 

remained the same as it used to be, which gave off a sense of countryside. During 

Gary’s substitute military service in New Tjuvecekadan, he usually only saw older 

people. And elementary school, junior and senior high school students took school 

bus in the morning. New Tjuvecekadan was quiet, and a lot of young people lived and 

worked in an urban area. The daily life in New Tjuvecekadan was a contrast when 

there was a Masalut celebration where Gary would see urban people came back and 

gathered around the track and field of the local elementary school, and the community 

pavilion to celebrate. 

I asked Gary about the dynamics of his position in New Tjuvecekadan before, 

during, and after the project. 

 

Gary said, “I did not know how others [People in New 

Tjuvecekadan] think of us [urban indigenous young people]. 
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[people in New Tjuvecekadan] probably thought it was new 

for them that he [Gary] returned. But the project did not 

continue, and I had planned for my career. So, the position I 

would like to take was that firstly I would like to focus my 

career, then contributed to my community if I have more to 

give.”  

 

In the future, possibly Gary cannot live in New Tjuvecekadan due to his work. 

He will still find ways to contribute to his hometown even though there might be 

limited in what he can give if. However, Gary will have a clear idea of what he can do 

when he is sure about his occupation. He also expressed that if he had a choice about 

where to live, he would like to live as close as to New Tjuvecekadan. So, he can go 

back home when needed. Tainan, and Taitung but both were the farthest places as he 

would like to live.  

Gradually, Gary’s understood better about the mission for his family after the 

project, which was to safeguard traditional rituals of Tjuvecekadan. Maljeveq is a 

Paiwan tradition of ceremony that takes place once every five years to celebrate the 

union between the community members and their ancestors with a series of rituals. 

Gary experienced internal conflicts among people of Tjuvecekadan while 

participating in the 2019 Maljeveq. Gary was from the top chief family and was in 

charge of leading all the rituals in Maljeveq. Everyone should gather together in 

Gary’s house. A group pulingaw22 and a parakaljai23 would do rituals in a vinqacan24 

	
22 Paiwan female traditional faith practitioner. 
23 Paiwan male traditional faith practitioner. 
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at Gary’s house. After the rituals, everyone would go together to the ritual ground. 

However, one of the subordinate chiefs and his family did not join the ritual in Gary’s 

house. Instead, the subordinate chief had one of the pulingaw to do rituals at his 

vinqacan, which violated the tradition. The top chief, Gary’s mother, was not happy 

with what the chief did. Such a gesture of the subordinate chief indicated a threat to 

the top chief family intending to replace the top chief's cultural position. Gary 

conveyed that the subordinate chief wanted to compete with the top chief for family 

reputation. Nowadays, all chiefs wanted to be modernized – meaning having an equal 

position in traditional rituals. However, all the chiefs were equals, then Tjuvecekadan 

would lose its cultural uniqueness. 

Additionally, Gary thought that those subordinate Chiefs did not understand what 

Gary's family had been through as top chief. Gary’s family had spent a considerable 

amount of money to continue various traditional rituals. Those subordinate Chiefs 

would have to go through the same path if they wanted to take over the top chief’s 

position. He furthermore conveyed that in the capitalist society, money is power. In 

the worst future scenario, Gary expressed that if the top chief, Gary’s family, was 

overthrown, it is ok as long as members of his family understood the family history 

and passed down to the next generation. His family can cultivate their offspring with 

money. And the next generation would grow strong on their own. Gary also voiced 

concern and for those subordinate chiefs indenting to overthrow of the top chief. 

Since other subordinate Chiefs were not as financially affluent as the top chief family, 

the subordinate chiefs may have to sacrifice their children's educational funds to 

	
24 Paiwan house-shaped sacred site mainly for traditional and religious rituals.  
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continue traditional rituals.   

In summary, before Gary participated in the project, he had little connection with 

New Tjuvecekadan. He developed a bond with New Tjuvecekadan when he was 

working and associating with the local youths in the project. However, after the end 

project, Gary found that he cannot go home due to some realities. He is now at the age 

of entering the workforce. However, Gary said, “there are few [job] opportunities in 

town [New Tjuvecekadan]. Even if there are job opportunities [in New Tjuvecekadan], 

the salary is not enough for buying food and clothes.” Gary pointed out such financial 

reality is difficult to change and is the concern for urban indigenous people when they 

think about returning to their indigenous communities. 

 

7.7 The Challenges of Returning to New Tjuvecekadan  

 The lack of job opportunities is the main challenge for Gary to stay in New 

Tjuvecekadan.  

 

Gary said, “Of course, I want to go home and do something, 

but in fact, it is challenging, there is no job opportunity in 

the community [New Tjuvecekadan]. Many job opportunities 

are outside the community [located] in cities. I think that is 

the main obstacle to returning home.” 
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Overall, he believed there was a structural issue behind the outflow of young 

people into cities, and it was more serious in indigenous communities. The structural 

problem took time to change. 

Secondly, despite having befriended the local young people during the project, 

Gary still found that he did not have enough connection with the community. There 

were some people Gary did not know yet, and sometimes he found it difficult to 

associate with a certain group of people. So, he would tend to hang out with only 

those whom he knew better. 

Thirdly, people in the city communicate differently from those in the countryside. 

As an urban indigenous person, Gary was used to the relationship and distance with 

his neighbor in Chaozhou township. Commonly, people do not associate with each 

other in the city even they are neighbors. However, Gary said, “[I] felt weird if [I] did 

not actively befriend people in the community [New Tjuvecekadan].” 

 

7.8 Sense of Belonging to New Tjuvecekadan  

Gary’s sense of belonging to New Tjuvecekadan was not dependent on what 

New Tjuvecekadan could offer him nor the vice versa.  

 

As Gary stated that “I think it was not the question of I 

giving something to [New Tjuvecekadan] or not. The 

community [New Tjuvecekadan] did not provide me with 

anything. It was more like we [New Tjuvecekadan and Gary] 

learned from each other. As if an outsider who was eager to 
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become integrated into a place, and its environment slowly. I 

was an insider [through my familial connection]. However, I 

was like an outsider [in heart]. [I] will put aside everything 

and learned my community from zero and slowly absorbed 

what the community gave me.” 

 

Notably, Gary’s sense of belonging to his hometown took form within the 

interplay between his relationship with his family, interaction with New 

Tjuvecekadan, and his personal mission to serve, contribute to New Tjuvecekadan. 

 According to Gary, his sense of belonging attached to his indigenous identity. He 

used to believe that it was the case for other indigenous youths.  

 

“I think if one [indigenous person] identifies with his/her 

indigenous background, he/she will be motivated to serve 

his/her [indigenous] community.” “Because urban 

indigenous young people have left their culture for so long, 

so they would like to approach their own culture and do 

something for their communities.” 

 

But now, he believes that the phenomenon is not for all indigenous young people. 

Instead, Gary conveyed that only those young people who are enlightened with 

indigenous awareness will like to care for their culture and community affairs. Those 

who are living away from their communities for too long and have no idea about their 
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own culture possibly will not care. 

 Secondly, the family’s aspect, Gary’s family, is one of the chief families of 

Tjuvecekadan. Because his older sister (the heiress of to the chieftain) married to a 

foreigner, Gary's mother (the current chief) has been hoping Gary to marry an 

indigenous wife, preferably, a Paiwan woman. Furthermore, the mother told Gary to 

stay in New Tjuvecekadan in the case were there any issues of the marriage between 

Gary's sister and brother-in-law. So, Gary could support the family in time if he 

stayed in New Tjuvecekadan. 

 Thirdly, the two years together with intensity interacting with New 

Tjuvecekadan and its people, Gary has deepened his sense of belonging to New 

Tjuvecekadan. After participating in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, Gary has 

developed a sense of belonging to New Tjuvecekadan with the time spent organizing 

the events as he learned more about his hometown. Meanwhile, he became more 

involved in the local activities during and after the project, plus a one-year-long stay 

in New Tjuvecekadan for his substitute service, the army right after the project. 

 

7.9 Parents’ Role in Terms of Indigenous Culture 

 Gary’s parents did not particularly teach him Paiwan culture when Gary was 

young. Instead, he learned the Paiwan culture by being immersed in a Paiwan 

environment. Gary said, “[culture] is for people to understand when people are 

grownups and interested”. Additionally, Gary got a positive response from his 

parents when he had questions about Paiwan culture. 
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6.10 Primogeniture in New Tjuvecekadan 

According to the Paiwan culture, in general, people who are younger siblings are 

expected to move out of the parents’ house to establish a new family. Since Gary’s 

older sister married to a foreigner, and, both his sister and brother in law base in 

Taiwan and come back to New Tjuvecekadan regularly. Gary's mother still hopes 

Gary to stay and establish a family with an indigenous partner, preferably, with a 

Paiwan woman in New Tjuvecekadan.  

 

7.11 Significance of Tjuvecekadan – the slate stone house 

settlement  

Gary did not know the slate stone house settlement until he was in Senior high 

school. In other words, he learned about the community for less than ten years. He 

said, “It was the same time when I knew about Tjuvecekadan I thought of returning to 

my community [New Tjuvecekadan]”  

For the first time, Gary went to Tjuvecekadan when he was in college at the 

Department of Geography at National Kaohsiung Normal University. Gary’s 

processor knew that Gary is a descendant of Tjuvecekadan, and the professor was 

interested in doing a geographical inspection on the old slate stone house settlement 

for the course. Therefore, the entire class of around 30 people went together to 

Tjuvecekadan on foot. Instead of using the widened road for cars, the whole class 

decided to climb the ancient trail, small and narrow, which was the main gateway for 

the local Tjuvecekadan people to go outside when they used to live there dating back 

to 1961. The whole class spent overnight there, staying in different slate stone houses. 
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However, Gary did not stay in his ancestral home even though it was just finished its 

renovation. For Gary, Tjuvecekadan was beautiful, yet strange to him. 

After college, Gary had gone to Tjuvecekadan at least one friend by scooter. 

Gary thought that Tjuvecekadan was an extraordinary place. He can imagine how his 

ancestors used to live in such harsh conditions. He thinks his ancestors are great and 

incredible that they preserved the community nowadays. Gary considered 

Tjuvecekadan was his home during a Tjuvecekadan Youth Project activity in 2016. 

 

7.12 Significance of New Tjuvecekadan 

 Gary used to think that his home is in Chaozhou Township. However, after the 

renovation of his family house in New Tjuvecekadan, his family started to move in. 

From the moment of the start of the housewarming party in 2017, Gary considered 

New Tjuvecekadan as his home. According to him, the home is where the family lives. 

Additionally, Gary has his room in New Tjuvecekadan, which is his first private room. 

And this fact has enhanced his connection with Tjuvecekadan and fulfilled his need 

for privacy.  
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CHAPTER 8. ANALYSIS and DISCUSSION 

 

8.1 Urban Youth Social Interrelation Within New Tjuvecekadan 

John, Mika, and Gary, the urban Tjuvecekadan youths, share similarities and 

differences in their status within New Tjuvecekadan.  

Firstly, they are all descendants of Tjuvecekadan — the slate stone house 

settlement. Currently, their relatives live in New Tjuvecekadan as one of the 

subgroups there. 

 Secondly, they have higher social-eco status compared to other local New 

Tjuvecekadan people due to their parents’ occupations as civil servants working in 

indigenous areas and governmental sectors. Thirdly, they are intellectuals with at least 

a bachelor’s degree. Fourthly, John, Mika, and Gary returned to New Tjuvecekadan to 

fulfill their familial responsibilities from a young age — visiting their relatives and 

participating in their relatives’ affairs. They regarded New Tjuvecekadan as home. 

Interestingly, earlier in their lives, all conveyed weaker connections to New 

Tjuvecekadan than to the communities where their non-Tjuvecekadan parent came 

from, because each spent more time in his or her non-Tjuvecekadan parent’s 

community. John and Mika had a better connection with their father’s relatives in 

Kuljaljau while John had a better connection with his mother’s relatives in her 

community, Tjaqaciljai. 

John had positive memories of New Tjuvecekadan from his childhood, where he 

had a fun time with his neighboring peers. However, Mika had relatively bad 
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experiences in New Tjuvecekadan when younger due to her status as the heiress to the 

chieftain. The local people’s expectations of her made her feel a need to conduct 

herself like a chief, which caused her anxiety whenever she was back in New 

Tjuvecekadan. Gary had a weak connection with New Tjuvecekadan due to his 

limited interactions with his relatives, and his grandparents passed away before he 

was born. 

John, Mika, and Gary’s traditional positions within New Tjuvecekadan also 

influenced their sense of place. See Table 4. Mika and Gary are from a chief family. 

Their mother, the chief of Tjuvecekadan, has been leading all the traditional rituals. 

Mika and Gary had also participated in various local affairs. However, they did not 

have a salient sense of responsibility to safeguard the vinqacan for the continuation of 

Tjuvecekadan traditional rituals before they participated in the project. Thirdly, Mika 

was the heiress to the chieftain. Her family expected her to reconnect with other 

family members as the future head of the family, which pressured her whenever she 

returned to New Tjuvecekadan. 

On the other hand, John came from a commoner’s family, all of whom followed 

Christianity. Although John participated in the local festivals, he would avoid some 

parts involving palisi rituals in a festival. 
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Table 5. Basic Comparison   

 John Mika Gary 

Indigenous identity Positive Positive Negative 

Indigenous identity 

Enlightenment time 

Senior High 

School  

Graduate School College 

Acquiring of indigenous 

pragmatic word, “ai~” 

Yes, in 

Senior High 

school 

Yes, in Senior High 

School 

Yes, in Elementary 

School. 

Parents’ eco-social status 

in New Tjuvecekadan 

(background) 

High High High  

Religion Christianity  Paiwan Traditional 

religion 

Paiwan Traditional 

religion 

Traditional family status Commoner Chiefly family  Chiefly family  
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8.2 Experiences Between New Tjuvecekadan And Urban Areas 

Before Their Participation in The Tjuvecekadan Youth Project 

 

Mika, John, and Gary, despite differences and similarities in social position in 

New Tjuvecekadan, had all had growth experiences in urban areas that triggered their 

needs for an identity with New Tjuvecekadan. They had shared experiences of 

moving back and forth between urban areas and New Tjuvecekadan. They all 

physically distanced themselves further from New Tjuvecekadan as they pursued 

higher education. 

Their indigenous status and long-term interactions with Han-Taiwanese in urban 

areas triggered a need for identity with New Tjuvecekadan. John’s, Mika’s, and 

Gary’s identity needs occurred during different periods of their education. See table 4. 

John found his need for an identity while in senior high school when he participated 

in the school’s indigenous performance. Gary’s was in college when he learned the 

concept of culture in his class. Mika’s was in graduate school when she interacted 

with her international classmates. Their identities all centered around New 

Tjuvecekadan, which they referred to as a source of their culture. 

Both Mika and John conveyed positive perceptions of their indigenous identity 

when interacting with their Han-Taiwanese peers in school. Mika had poor 

experiences in her senior high school as she was bullied by her indigenous peers when 

she joined the indigenous students’ club. In contrast, despite having an educational 

incentive from her college entrance exam, she was easily accepted by her 

Han-Taiwanese peers during her college interpreting and translation program as she 
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had excellent English and interpreting skills. John also had an educational incentive. 

Although he did not perform well academically, his excellent basketball and singing 

skills so impressed his Han-Taiwanese peers, they did not notice his academic 

disadvantages.  

Gary did well academically in his elementary and junior high schools. However, 

after entering one of Kaohsiung’s top senior high schools with an indigenous 

educational incentive, he did more poorly. Fortunately, his senior high Han-Taiwanese 

classmates helped him do better. They did not exclude him due to his indigenous 

background and he had a good time with these contemporaries. However, Gary had 

negative experiences as indigenous when interacting with his college Han-Taiwanese 

contemporaries. He heard explicit, stereotypical comments and biased judgments 

from his Han-Taiwanese classmates because of his college indigenous incentive 

admission. He had to expend effort changing their perceptions of indigenous being 

academically poor students. Gary had a better time with a different group of 

Han-Taiwanese classmates after he transferred to a different Kaohsiung college.  

None of them had indigenous students’ club experiences during college. This 

disagrees with Tsai’s (2003), Huang’s (1999), and Yang’s (2000) research findings 

that suggest indigenous college students’ participation in an indigenous students’ club 

is crucial to an indigenous student’s ethnic identity. In fact, and in contrast, from 

elementary school through senior high school, most of John’s, Mika’s, and Gary’s 

classmates were predominately Han-Taiwanese, with few Paiwan students, and even 

fewer Rukai. 

Each learned the common pragmatic expression, “ai~~,” used heavily among 
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their indigenous peers. Gary began using it in elementary school, and both John and 

Mika learned it in senior high school. See Table 4. They all conveyed that acquiring 

“ai~~” indicated an indigenous identity since this expression distinguished them from 

Han-Taiwanese. 

However, they were all unaware of the existence of Tjuvecekadan — the slate 

stone house settlement — until they were older. John and Gary learned about 

Tjuvecekadan when in senior high school, and Mika in college. They all considered 

Tjuvecekadan as home before their participation in the project. At the same time for 

them, New Tjuvecekadan and Tjuvecekadan were connected due to their familial 

genealogy and cultural continuation.  

John, for the first time, went to Tjuvecekadan when he was in college to check 

the house debris remaining on his ancestors’ land. He was fascinated by the 

preservation of some of the slate stone houses, for there were several which were 

structurally complete. John conveyed that Tjuvecekadan is a locality with the culture 

and histories of his ancestors. He said: 

 

“Although people of my generation do not have 

experience living in Tjuvecekadan, people of our previous 

generation, and two-generation ago, had memories there.” 

 

Gary visited Tjuvecekadan for the first time when he was in college at the 

Department of Geography at National Kaohsiung Normal University. He went to 

Tjuvecekadan, along with his college course classmates and professor, for a 
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geographical inspection. They started to New Tjuvecekadan on foot by ascending its 

ancient trail instead of using the road widened for cars. For Gary, Tjuvecekadan was 

beautiful, yet strange. After college, he visited Tjuvecekadan by scooter and thought 

that it was an extraordinary place. Tjuvecekadan enabled him to imagine how his 

ancestors used to live in such harsh conditions.  

Mika visited Tjuvecekadan for the first time while she was in graduate school 

in the United Kingdom. She returned from the United Kingdom to write her thesis on 

the issue of Tjuvecekadan Maljeveq. Her mother accompanied her there. Mika 

thought the old town was ancient and sacred, but it felt unfamiliar to her. Later, after 

the renovation of her family’s slate stone house in Tjuvecekadan, she returned to the 

old town twice. Mika already considered Tjuvecekadan to be her home, and she 

slowly established a connection with the town, suggesting this was like fixing a 

relationship. Mika thought she had a natural linkage to Tjuvecekadan, which went 

beyond her inherent position as a future chief in Tjuvecekadan.  

 

Mika said: “I need to be honest; this [Tjuvecekadan] 

is a place I need to be responsible for. It is a special saying, 

but my intuition tells me where I have the responsibility, not 

because it is my home.” 

 

Overall, their indigenous status along with the educational incentives – 35% 
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extra score addition on high school and college entrance exam were carried with them 

throughout their schooling experiences.  

 

8.3 Sense of New Tjuvecekadan After the Project  

 John, Mika, and Gary’s participation in Tjuvecekadan changed their social 

perspectives and sense of place toward New Tjuvecekadan. They all expressed that 

early in their childhood, before they entered junior high school, they all returned to 

New Tjuvecekadan primarily to see their relatives every week. New Tjuvecekadan for 

them was a place to fulfill their familial responsibility, and to participate in local 

affairs and traditional festivals. They all considered New Tjuvecekadan as their home 

for return before the project. They also wanted to bring resources from urban areas to 

help the development of New Tjuvecekadan.  

The project itself influenced local social interrelations, as all the interviewees 

conveyed more young people became involved in local events during and after the 

project. 

After the project, John, Mika, and Gary established a deeper relationship with 

some of the urban youths, finding companionship when returning to New 

Tjuvecekadan. Although not active in participating in the project, a group of young 

people, who ranged in age from teens to 20 something, would gather in Gary’s and 

Mika’s house regularly, spending time together chatting, playing the guitar, drinking, 

and sometimes even barbecuing. John, Mika, and Gary began to understand their 
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internal conflicts and those of the urban youths, due to the varying identities within 

New Tjuvecekadan and the conflicts within the descendants of Tjuvecekadan. 

Gary, while conducting the project activity, was aware of conflicts among 

various member groups, and that some families did not have a benign attitude towards 

the people in the project. He found that one of the local project members, Yusuf, a 

descendant of Ralekeleke, who lived in New Tjuvecekadan and constantly brought up 

his Ralekeleke identity, was passive toward the project. Gary furthermore noted that 

during the time after the project when young people regularly gathered at his house, a 

particular person of the ‘little white house’ group later left for another group made up 

of locally raised young people. The local group then created a clique that tried to 

isolate the little white house group and there were rumors that the local group 

suspected the little white house young people were plotting against them. 

As a side note, Gary also experienced conflicts among people from 

Tjuvecekadan while participating in the 2019 Maljeveq. Gary’s mother is the top chief, 

and he resides in her home. One of the subordinate chiefs refused to follow the 

traditional Maljeveq proceeding, where everyone should assemble at the top chief’s 

vinqacan, within her house, for the ceremony. Instead, the subordinate chief had one 

of the pulingaw perform rituals at the subchief’s house. Gary felt such a gesture 

challenged the traditional order, as this would mean the subordinate chief would be 

culturally equal to the top chief.   

John conveyed what he heard from Cooper, an urban Tjuvecekadan youth and 

scholar of indigenous culture, who thought Mika was involved in the project and 

activities after the projects merely to temporarily consolidate her chiefly position 
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without really spending time living in New Tjuvecekadan. John found Cooper’s 

opinion biased due to cooper’s long-established feud with Mika’s family before the 

project took place.   

As for Mika, she repeatedly received implicit criticism over her chiefly 

position as well as marginalization from Cooper during several public affairs in New 

Tjuvecekadan. Cooper’s criticisms did not bother Mika much because it was common 

for people to have differing identities, but she worried that Cooper might use his 

knowledge of Paiwan culture to mislead people and distort Mika’s family history for 

his purposes. Furthermore, Mika also pointed out the internal cultural fractions passed 

down from the previous generations to young people.  

 

She said: “I think it [the situations] is the last thing I want 

to see. It is frustrating to know young people who are 

learning culture; however, [some elders] were affecting the 

youths for their own interests, therefore influencing the 

youths’ momentum to learn the culture. Let us not talk about 

whether this culture is what we said is “right.” [However], 

when seeing the people [elders] around you arguing, why do 

you want to be there [with them] all the time?” 

 

Mika’s elaboration on her sense of place of New Tjuvecekadan seems relevant 

among the urban Tjuvecekadan youths, as after the project she said:  
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“New Tjuvecekadan is like a transfer station that seems to 

have inclusion [in people], such a transfer station needs 

different people to act together, but we need to slow down 

our pace, and live in this place [New Tjuvecekadan] first.” 

 

However, urban youths’ sense of place about New Tjuvecekadan differed due to 

inherited social positions. Chief’s family members, Mika and Gary, viewed New 

Tjuvecekadan not just as a home to return to but also as a cultural responsibility to 

fulfill – to safeguard the vinqacan and continue traditional festivals. Since they are 

aware of other subordinate chief’s attempts to change traditional ritual proceedings to 

equalize their position as the top chief. They feel obliged to safeguard the vinqacan 

and the traditional ritual proceedings in order to consolidate their family’s chiefly 

position, at the same time to improve the community cohesion. This finding echo 

Kou’s (2019) argument that she contends in the contemporary context, vinqacan is a 

symbol of a chief’s legitimate authority and such power is manifested in a ritual. 

The project made them realize such an imperative as they know better the local 

power dynamics. Although they both currently live away from New Tjuvecekadan, 

they specified the region where they would like to live be as close as possible to New 

Tjuvecekadan — the area between Tainan City and Taitung County. They can then 

conveniently return to New Tjuvecekadan when needed.  

On the other hand, John, who comes from a commoner’s family, did not limit his 

future life’s location. He thought urban young people could do something beneficial 
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for their hometowns in their ways without geographical constraints.  

In the future, Mika and John will continue to contribute the skills they learned in 

school to the development of Tjuvecekadan. Mika plans to initiate a five-year plan 

focusing on Tjuvecekadan youths. John plans to work for a company specializing in 

industrial development indigenous people in which he will bring back the skills for 

the development of New Tjuvecekadan.  

 

8.4 Overall Comparison 

 The 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 have revealed the dynamics of Mika, Gary, and John’s sense 

of New Tjuvecekadan that correlated with the conceptual framework shown in Figure 

3. 

 Figure 3 (1) represents their social interrelation within New Tjuvecekadan, 

including the interviewees’ social status, genealogy, family’s eco-social status, and 

their childhood sense of New Tjuvecekadan. Although they all considered New 

Tjuvecekadan as home, they had differing respective senses of New Tjuvecekadan 

due to their experiences with the locals. John regarded New Tjuvecekadan as a 

weekly escape from school and had a memorable time spent with the local peers. 

Mika found New Tjuvecekadan to be a place of social controls due to her social status 

as the heiress of one of the chief families of Tjuvecekadan and felt pressured to 

conduct herself appropriately to meet the expectations the locals had for her. Gary had 

limited memories of New Tjuvecekadan, as his grandparents passed away before he 

was born and his family did not visit New Tjuvecekadan as frequently as previously.  

Figure 3 (2) signifies their subsequent experiences of moving back and forth 
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between New Tjuvecekadan and their respective urban dwellings, containing both the 

interviewees’ needs for reconnecting with New Tjuvecekadan as a result of their 

social relations with people outside New Tjuvecekadan, and the interviewees’ 

urban-area-invoked, indigenous-identified commonality. Mika and John had positive 

experiences as indigenous students in urban areas, as they found ways to excel among 

their peers beyond the indigenous educational incentives. In contrast, Gary had a 

difficult time catching up with the school workload and received hostilities from some 

Han-Taiwanese peers. All found their distinctiveness as indigenous in their different 

period of schooling when they learned the usage of pragmatic expression, "ai~~," 

which was not used among the Han-Taiwanese. 

Figure 3 (3) elaborates on their experiences when returning to New 

Tjuvecekadan – reflections on their participation in the Tjuvecekadan project, the 

interviewees’ relationships with the urban youths, their sense of New Tjuvecekadan, 

the momentum of staying connected with New Tjuvecekadan, the effects of the 

Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, and their future outlook on New Tjuvecekadan. 

Mika’s, Gary’s, and John’s senses of New Tjuvecekadan shared some 

similarities, but there were also differences, see Table 5.  

Table 5 (1) indicates their identical sense of New Tjuvecekadan as a home; 

however, their concepts of a home vary due to their experiences.  

Table 5 (2) reveals the interviewees' social interrelations with people outside 

New Tjuvecekadan that motivated them to reconnect with New Tjuvecekadan – a 

source of their culture and a place to go back. Mika, Gary, and John found the linkage 

between New Tjuvecekadan with Tjuvecekadan — Slate Stone House Settlement.  
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Table 5 (3) reveals the interviewees’ senses of New Tjuvecekadan after 

participating in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project. All the interviewees considered New 

Tjuvecekadan as a home, and they all developed an identity as companions to return 

to New Tjuvecekadan after the project. They also faced internal conflicts among the 

local New Tjuvecekadan people due to diverse identities and passing down of 

generational fractions among the families. Mika and Gary understood better about 

their cultural responsibility as members of the chief family while recognizing the 

internal conflicts within New Tjuvecekadan. 

 

 

Figure 4. Conceptual Framework  

Same as Figure 3.in page 45 
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Table 6. Overall Comparison  

 Mika  Gary John 

(1)  

Urban Youth Social 

Interrelation Within 

New Tjuvecekadan 

(described in 

section 7.1) 

Home Home Home 

Familial 

Responsibility 

Familial 

Responsibility 

Familial 

Responsibility 

Negative due to the 

social control 

Weak due to the 

limited memories in 

New Tjuvecekadan 

Positive due to the 

interactions with 

the local peers  

(2) 

Experiences 

Between New 

Tjuvecekadan and 

Urban Area 

(described in 

section 7.2) 

Positive Indigenous 

Identity 

Negative Indigenous 

Identity 

Positive 

Indigenous 

Identity 

New Tjuvecekadan 

as Sources of Culture  

New Tjuvecekadan 

as Sources of Culture 

New 

Tjuvecekadan as 

Sources of Culture 

New Tjuvecekadan 

Connects with 

Tjuvecekadan— Slate 

Stone House 

Settlement 

New Tjuvecekadan 

Connects with 

Tjuvecekadan— 

Slate Stone House 

Settlement 

New 

Tjuvecekadan 

Connects with 

Tjuvecekadan— 

Slate Stone House 

Settlement 
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(3) 

Sense of New 

Tjuvecekadan After 

the Project  

(described in 

section 7.3) 

● Home  

● Companion 

● Multiple 

identities 

● Cultural 

Responsibility 

● Internal Conflicts 

● Transfer Station 

● Home 

● Companion 

● Multiple 

identities  

● Internal 

Conflicts 

● Cultural 

Responsibility 

● Home 

● Companion 

● Internal 

Conflicts 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION 

	

9.1 Summary 

According to conversations concerning Mika’s, Gary’s, and John’s experiences, 

their sense of New Tjuvecekadan have been dynamic before, during, and after their 

project experiences. The process of their social interactions in urban areas and New 

Tjuvecekadan motivated them to find an identity within New Tjuvecekadan. The 

project itself created a meaning for New Tjuvecekadan as more young people, even 

those who did not participate in the project, began actively engaging in local affairs 

such as Masalut. To their advantage, all three had parents who were positive about the 

project. 

   When Mika, Gary, and John lived in urban areas, they were considered indigenous. 

All had both positive and negative experiences interacting with Han-Taiwanese. 

However, when they were in New Tjuvecekadan, they saw themselves as young 

people of Tjuvecekadan. Still, none had a clear ethnic identification as Paiwan — the 

ethnic category they belonged to. 

 The study suggests a variety of Paiwan primogeniture (Vusam) concepts among 

the interviewees’ family. John is the firstborn in his family; his parents did not expect 

him to live in New Tjuvecekadan nor did his parents specify John would inherit the 

family house. Instead, John’s parents had a consistent future outlook for John and his 

younger sister. However, his parents had a preference for John to have a Paiwan 

spouse. As for Mika, she was told from a young age about the family’s property 

allocation and she knew she would inherit the family house in New Tjuvecekadan and 
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the family’s traditional Paiwan attire. Mika voiced concerns of what might happen if 

she had a female Vusam (firstborn). As many young Paiwan men have not grown up 

in a Paiwan context, they might not accept a matrilocal residence, which would limit a 

female Vusam’s selection of male partners. On the other hand, Mika’s younger brother 

Gary, despite being the thirdborn of his family, would be expected to stay in New 

Tjuvecekadan and establish a family with an indigenous, preferably a Paiwan, female 

partner. 

Both Mika and Gary considered their New Tjuvecekadan home to function 

differently from their home in Chaozhou. The first floor of their New Tjuvecekadan 

home is open to the public as a place to fulfill the family’s chiefly duties, such as 

holding traditional rituals and receiving guests. Mika relates to her home in New 

Tjuvecekadan as an embassy where everyone can gather together and exchange ideas. 

Mika’s and Gary’s New Tjuvecekadan home suggests a more intricately condensed, 

cultural, political, and spiritual power flow when there is a ritual. Culturally, due to 

the activeness of Vinqacan, along with a series of rituals that reconfirm Mika’s and 

Gary’s chiefly position. Spiritually, rituals in a Vinqacan enable communications 

between Tjuvecekadan people with their ancestral spirits, fulfilling the spiritual needs 

of the local people. Politically, the existence of the Vinqacan is a symbol of a chiefly 

position. Such, chief’s legitimate authority manifests in a ritual. (Kou, 2019) On the 

other hand, their home in Chaozhou is totally for private use. 
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9.2 Answers to the Research Questions   

● How has urban Tjuvecekadan youths’ sense of place for New Tjuvecekadan 

changed before, during, and after they participated in the Tjuvecekadan Youth 

Project? 

 

Before they participated in the Tjuvecekadan Youth Project, Mika, Gary, 

and John regarded New Tjuvecekadan as a home where they were required to 

fulfill their familial responsibility. During their participation in the Tjuvecekadan 

Youth Project, they encountered people’s diverse identities and internal conflicts 

as they learned better the local social dynamics. However, they established a 

connection with a certain group of young people and had a lesser identity as 

descendants of Tjuvecekadan. After they participated in the project, they were all 

willing to contribute what they learned from urban areas to the development of 

Tjuvecekadan and New Tjuvecekadan. Mika and Gary, from a chief’s family, 

recognized the imperative to safeguard the familial and traditional rituals. 

 

● What are the salient factors of sense of place to New Tjuvecekadan for the 

Tjuvecekadan urban youths? 

 

The salient factors include: 1) Family — after the project, in 2017, Mika 

and Gary’s family moved back to New Tjuvecekadan, and John’s family has 

planned to move back in the near future; 2) Local cultural practices — Mika and 

Gary, from a chief’s family regarded, the vinqacan as a place to safeguard and 
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therefore, decided to stay connected with New Tjuvecekadan; 3) All three 

considered their ancestral land — Tjuvecekadan — connected to the people of 

Tjuvecekadan, and it is Tjuvecekadan young people’s responsibility to care for 

Tjuvecekadan’s future development. 

 

9.3 Reflections on the Theoretical Discussion of the Sense of 

Place  

Doreen Massey’s (1994) Sense of Place helped the study analyze how social 

interrelation within and outside New Tjuvecekadan influence Tjuvecekadan local 

youths’ sense of place, and to some extent proved the necessity of social relations in 

the making of a place. The multiple identities within New Tjuvecekadan — the 

subgroup identities of Tjuvecekadan and Ralekeleke and the many internal 

conflicts — correlate with one aspect of the sense of place. The specificity of New 

Tjuvecekadan as a transfer station, as described by Mika, contains multiple identities 

which explains the essence of a place as outward-looking, and ever-changing.  

Furthermore, the study’s results agree with Massey’s argument that the 

specificity of a place is not defined by a set boundary. Since Tjuvecekadan — the 

slate stone settlement — is linked to Tjuvecekadan descendants who live in New 

Tjuvecekadan, the traditional cultural practices of Tjuvecekadan continue in New 

Tjuvecekadan. 

However, the study also suggests that the vinqacan, a spiritual symbol for 

continuing traditional Paiwan rituals, transcends the meaning of place and the 

reactionary sense of place noted in Massey’s (1994) discussion. New Tjuvecekadan, 
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as a place, can be both inward-looking and outward-looking. It is the presence of 

vinqacan and its rituals that reconfirm the social order of New Tjuvecekadan. In 

rituals like Maljeveq and Masalut, the chiefs are the leaders, with Pulingaw and 

Parakaljai as ritual administrators. Other Tjuvecekadan traditionally religious 

followers will follow their chiefs’ guidance in the rituals.  

 Furthermore, the study also challenges Massey’s (1994) sense of place as a 

constellation of social relations between people. The study finds that the presence of 

the vinqacan enables Tjuvecekadan people to connect with their ancestral spirits — or 

vuvu — in the Paiwan language. Some Tjuvecekadan descendants, such as Mika and 

Gary, believe that the ancestral spirits (vuvu) will gather together in a vinqacan during 

a traditional ritual to celebrate with Tjuvecekadan people. In this interpretation, the 

social interrelation within New Tjuvecekadan is no longer human to human but 

human to a spiritual domain. Therefore, it is essential to consider indigenous youths’ 

traditional spiritual connection within their community when explaining their sense of 

place. 

 

9.4 Limitation 

Firstly, the writer’s role as a project insider is a limitation, as the interviewees 

may have biased their answers based on the writer’s social relationship with them.  

Secondly, since the all the interviewees knew of the others’ involvements in this 

study, there may be honesty limitations over fears that direct answers could cause 

potential conflicts. 

Thirdly, since the study requested many of the participants’ memories dating 
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back from their childhoods till the present, the answers may contain ‘white lies’ and 

‘black lies,’ a human’s mental mechanism of which Simandan (2011) stated, 

 

“How our sense of place and level of happiness unfold 

with respect to the past, present, and future, we can say that 

we constantly operate with a hefty dose of ‘white lies’ (things 

from objective reality that we do not remember, notice or 

anticipate) compensated for with an equally hefty dose of 

‘black lies’ (things made up in our minds and taken as if they 

were actual parts of what happened in the past, of what 

happens in the here and now or of what will happen in the 

future)” (p.9) 

 

Fourthly, the essence of this study is to select subjective opinions from the 

interviewees that concern other people outside the project. And the absence of 

counter-narrative from people mentioned their stories might not provide a holistic 

sense of place about New Tjuvecekadan. 

 

9.5 Suggestions for the Future Research  

This study focused on urban indigenous youths’ who are from a specific 

eco-social status. Future research can include a comparison of urban youths from 

various eco-social statuses and elaborate on how their eco-social statuses mediate 

their senses of place about their indigenous communities. 
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The study revealed the contemporary indigeneity of some second-generation 

urban indigenous young people. Future studies can compare first-generation 

indigenous people’s sense of place about their indigenous communities with those of 

the second-generation, to provide a generational sense of place about an indigenous 

community and the different and shared aspects of indigeneity.  

The dynamic of urban youths’ need to find their community stemmed from their 

ethnic identity; however, their identity shifted to their familial linkage, rather than to 

their ethnicity, when they were in their community. Such a phenomenon can be 

further elaborated in a future study.   

The study found indigenous youths’ sense of place over their original community 

linked with their ancestral land, due to the preservation of their old settlement. Future 

studies can explore the sense of place of those young indigenous people whose 

ancestral settlements no longer exists, which may reveal different indigeneities.   
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